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Abstract

Large amounts of meteoric particles ablate globally into the Earth’s atmo-
sphere each day, and they interact with the atmosphere through several pro-
cesses in the mesosphere and below. These processes include dust charging,
where dust is expected to influence the charge balance in the D-region of the
ionosphere. Consequently, the charged dust particles can influence the inco-
herent scatter that is observed from the ionospheric plasma with radar.
Dust also plays a role in the formation of ice particles, and charge interactions
of these ice particles take part in a process that forms coherent radar echoes
called Polar Mesospheric Summer Echoes (PMSEs). Therefore, radar investi-
gations offer the possibility to investigate the dust and its interactions.
Based on observations with the EISCAT VHF radar, this thesis deals with differ-
ent radarmethods and their possibilities to examine dust particles throughout
the year, both looking at dust signatures in incoherent scatter signals as well
as dust encased in ice in the cold summer mesosphere and its influence on
PMSEs.
Examining dust signatures in incoherent scatter we have found that it is possi-
ble to derive dust size and number density information, as long as the electron
density is sufficiently high to provide signals that allow for detailed analysis of
the spectral shapes. However, this is often not the case, making long-term
investigations of the D-region quite difficult. The emergence of the new EIS-
CAT_3D radar with a higher transmit power compared to the present EISCAT
radar used for our studies can improve observational studies, providing infor-
mation on the intricacies of dust clouds. An existing model to describe the
incoherent scatter in the presence of charged dust was extended, and a code
was made public for future use to calculate the spectra including dust with a
size distribution.
We studied PMSEs in combination with artificial heating of the ionospheric
electrons at cyclic time intervals. We investigated observations during low so-
lar illumination conditions around midnight in August, late in the PMSE sea-
son, which has never been done before. Many heating cycles at high altitude
show quite large overshoots, where these do not agree with models that have
been used previously to describe similar EISCAT studies during different so-
lar illumination. We also often observe large differences in the PMSE power
of consecutive heating cycles with rapid variations. The available results from
these heating experiments do not allow systematic investigations of the dust
charging properties without further development of existing chargingmodels.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis looks into meteoric dust particles in the upper Earth’s atmosphere
and different radar methods to detect them. It was first suggested by Rosin-
ski and Snow (1961) in the 1960s that a certain type of dust particles could be
found in the Earth’s mesosphere that had their origin in outer space. These
dust particles were believed to be a combination of ablatedmaterial fromme-
teors or other cosmic dust compounds that are heated when they enter the
atmosphere at high speed and some atmospheric molecules or compounds
from the ablation altitudes. These particles are called Meteoric Smoke Parti-
cles (MSPs) and have sizes in the nanometer range at altitudes of 60-90 km.
TheMSPs can collect or release electrons and, if the number density of charged
MSPs is sufficiently high, they can start to influence the local charge balance
that otherwise is given by the electrons and ions. Under conditions of the
ionosphere, dust particles are typically negatively charged by electron attach-
ment (Asmus et al., 2015; Baumann et al., 2013). This has been confirmed by
rocket measurements that observe the so-called electron bite-out, a large de-
pletion of electron density at altitudes where also dust particles are detected
(Friedrich et al., 2011).
These dust particles are also believed to facilitate the growth of ice particles
during summer, where the mesopause (around 85 km) is the coldest part of
the atmosphere, with temperatures in the 150 K range (Lübken, 1999). Ice
particles are observed in Noctilucent Clouds (NLC) (Vaste, 1993) from Earth,
and they are observed from satellites, then called Polar Mesospheric Clouds,
PMCs (Bardeen et al., 2010). And ice particles, through charge interactions,
participate in a process that forms strong coherent radar echoes; Polar Meso-
spheric Summer Echoes (PMSE) (Rapp and Lübken, 2004). Charged dust parti-
cles can also influence a process called incoherent scatter, which is observed
with high-power radars and is used to measure the parameters of the iono-
spheric plasma (Cho et al., 1998; Kudeki and Milla, 2010).
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

This thesis focuses on the use of various radar techniques to identify dust par-
ticles in the mesosphere through incoherent and coherent radar scatter ob-
servations. Chapter 2 describes the dust present in the upper atmosphere of
the Earth. Chapter 3 discusses dust studies with observations of PMSE, which
is coherent scatter, and modulation of the signal with artificial heating. The
influence of charged dust on the incoherent scatter is discussed in Chapter 4,
with a model description and analysis of a radar observation under suitable
conditions. A summary of the presented work is given in Chapter 5.
The work on this dissertation project includes the preparation of three publi-
cations (Papers I to III). Chapter 3 describes the results of Paper II and Chapter
4 describes the results of Paper I and III. The author’s contributions are de-
scribed in each manuscript.



Chapter 2

Dust in Earths Atmosphere

Meteors ablate in the altitude region between 70 and 110 km (see Figure 2.1 )
depending on atmospheric pressure (Plane, 2012). This ablation occurs glob-
ally and recent estimates find a daily influx of 25 ± 7 tons per day (Hervig
et al., 2012). The ablated material re-condenses to form dust particles called
meteoric smoke particles (MSPs) (Rosinski and Snow, 1961) of nanometer size.
They grow further and sediment down to lower altitudes (Hunten et al., 1980),
influencing various processes along the way.

Figure 2.1: An overview of the approximate altitudes of the mesosphere and the D-
region ionosphere. Examples of temperature, neutral density and electron density
is shown for winter and summer conditions (Data is from 2019 from the nrlsmise-00
model (Hedin, 1991)).
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4 CHAPTER 2. DUST IN EARTHS ATMOSPHERE

The dust initially forms in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere, which
overlap with part of the ionosphere, mainly in the D-region. Dust particles
can be negatively or positively charged through various processes in the iono-
sphere, where electron attachment is assumed to be the most effective and
therefore dust particles are often assumed to be negatively charged (Asmus
et al., 2015; Baumann et al., 2013, 2015).
In the summer polar mesosphere the temperature can become extremely low
as can be seen in Figure 2.1, low enough around the mesopause for ice to
form on the dust particles by heterogeneous nucleation (Tanaka et al., 2021).
These ice particles can often be seen around 80 km altitude as Noctilucent
Clouds (NLC) during the summer season and detected by radar as Polar Meso-
spheric Summer Echoes (PMSE). Polar Mesospheric Winter Echoes (PMWEs)
are echoes found at altitudes lower than PMSE and originally only thought to
occur in winter. They have been attributed to the occurrence of MSPs, but re-
cent rocket measurements have shown that PMWEs can be explained without
the presence of MSPs (Strelnikov et al., 2021).
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Figure 2.2: Example of a dusty plasma condition, showing two dust sizes, mean length
between particles a and plasma Debye length λD. Figure from paper I.

Observations of MSPs are quite difficult due to their small size. Some success
has been made in detecting them in-situ with instruments on sounding rock-
ets that have examined the dust charge, composition, and possible size ranges
(Antonsen et al., 2017; Havnes et al., 2001; Rapp et al., 2010, 2012; Schulte and
Arnold, 1992). However, these measurements are not without problems; the
smallest particles are often deflected in the air stream around the rocket, as
well as dusty ice particles, creating secondary charging effects when they hit
the detector (Antonsen, 2019). Recent advances have been made in satellite
observations of dust, where possible compositions can be inferred from solar
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occultation measurements (Hervig et al., 2012).
These observations have also made estimates of the total input of meteoric
material per day (mentioned above). Currently, human-made material input
into the atmosphere is only estimated to be a few percent of the total input;
this, however, is predicted to change in the coming years, with future predic-
tions being in the range of 15-40 % (Schulz and Glassmeier, 2021). Man-made
space debris often containsmetals comparable to those ofmeteoric inputma-
terial, for example iron (Plane et al., 2015). Therefore, it will be necessary to
developmethods for the detection and investigation of dust particles in the D-
region/mesospehre to determine the changes that space debris might bring
to this region of the atmosphere.
From the ground, the ionosphere can be studied with high-power, large aper-
ture radar by observing a process denoted as incoherent scatter. Incoher-
ent scatter arises because the electromagnetic radar waves are scattered by
the electrons, and the wave interaction with other charged components in the
ionosphere determines the shape of the spectrum. It is likely that the dust
influences incoherent radar scatter when the dusty plasma condition is met,
that is, the dust takes part in plasma processes. A measure of dusty plasma
conditions is that the dust size is much smaller compared to the distance be-
tween plasma particles,a, which in turn is smaller than the Debye length λD.
Figure 2.2 shows that for typical electron densities the dusty plasma conditions
hold in the mesosphere for all dust sizes in the range of 0.2 - 100 nm. Here, a
is approximated by a ∝ N

−1/3
e .





Chapter 3

Polar Mesospheric Summer
Echoes during HF Heating

A summary of the topic and results from Paper II is given here. We studied
the variation of Polar Mesospheric Summer Echoes (PMSEs) observed with
the EISCAT VHF radar during artificial heating experiments in which the elec-
tron temperature at the PMSE altitude is artificially enhanced. Modulation of
the electron temperature with the heating experiments leads to characteristic
variations of the PMSE signal that, among others, depend on the dust charging
and the size of the particles. Many observations have been made with EISCAT
on PMSE echoes with heating during the summer season. The work presented
here is the first to focus on observations during late summer at night, where
solar illumination is low and hence has less influence on the charging process.

Polar Mesospheric Summer Echoes
PolarMesospheric Summer Echoes are strong coherent radar echoes that typ-
ically form between 80 and 90 km altitude and are most often seen with radar
in the polar summer mesosphere, associated with low mesopause tempera-
ture minima in summer. These cold temperatures cause ice particles to form
and grow up to tens of nanometers in size, and it is believed that these ice
particles play a role in the formation of PMSE. PMSE can be measured with
radar frequencies ranging from 50 MHz to 1.3 GHz. For an overview of PMSE
observations and formation models, the reader is referred to publications by
Rapp and Lübken (2004) and Röttger et al. (1988).
Coherent radar echoes are usually observed in the mesosphere when radio
waves are reflected by strong fluctuations in the electron density, as these
change the refractive index. Scattered radio waves interfere constructively
when the distance between the scattering centers is half the radarwavelength.
This is called the Bragg condition and causes strong reflected echoes. Such co-
herent echoes due to scattering at the Bragg condition are typically caused by
neutral turbulence in the atmosphere but only at smaller frequencies, hence
larger wavelength. This is because electron diffusion smooths out the elec-
tron density fluctuations on the smaller spatial scales. It is assumed that the

7



8 CHAPTER 3. POLAR MESOSPHERIC SUMMER ECHOES DURING HF HEATING

presence of charged ice particles influences the electron distribution in such a
way that even smaller spatial structures can persist for some time and cause
PMSE signals to be observed at higher frequencies (Mahmoudian et al., 2017;
Rapp and Lübken, 2004). The spatial distribution of the ice particles at these
altitudes is influenced by the complex neutral atmosphere, and thus, for ex-
ample, turbulence in the atmosphere leads to the spatial structures of the ice
particles. The ice particles influence the distribution of electrons by becoming
charged, where they bind to free electrons. And these strong radar echoes
form when the wavelengths of these spatial distributions are half of the radar
wavelength, λR = 2 ∗ λirreg.
The ice particles affect the radar signals because their charge affects the distri-
bution of the electrons. Therefore, a brief consideration of charging is included
here (e.g. Rapp et al. (2007a,b)). The ice particles collect electrons and ions
from the surrounding ionosphere. Incident photons (mainly from the Sun)
can cause photoionization or remove surface electrons (photodetachment).
The different charging currents associated with these processes depend on
the electron, ion and photon fluxes as well as on the charge, i.e. the electrical
surface potential of the ice particle. After some time, a particle reaches a sur-
face potential at which the different currents cancel out to zero. Under normal
conditions, electrons and ions have similar temperatures in the D-region iono-
sphere, and because the electrons are less massive, they generate a charging
current higher than that of the ions, causing the ice particle to become neg-
atively charged. The charging processes depend on the material-dependent
properties of photodetachment and photoionization, particle sizes, and ion
and electron fluxes. The latter component can be systematically changed in
artificial heating experiments as discussed below.

Heating
Chilson et al. (2000) showed for the first time that PMSE signals aremodulated
during artificial heating of ionospheric electronswith high-frequency (HF) radio
waves. The EISCAT Heating facility generates HF heating and can operate si-
multaneously with the EISCAT VHF radar (Rietveld et al., 1993). The electrons in
the radar volume are instantaneously heated and their temperature can reach
2000 K (Kassa et al., 2005); a detailed investigation of electron temperatures
at PMSE altitudes during the EISCAT Heating experiments was recently carried
out by Myrvang et al. (2021) and the reader is referred to this work. An exam-
ple of PMSEmeasuredwith the EISCAT VHF radar along with artificial heating is
shown in Figure 3.1. During the observation, the heater was turned on and off
at time intervals of 48 seconds and 168 seconds, respectively. This cyclic heat-
ing causes the PMSE signal to reduce as the heater is turned on and increase
again after the heater is turned off. This modulation of the PMSE signal is also
sometimes called the Overshoot Characteristic Curve (Havnes, 2004), where
the PMSE signal has increased to a higher value after heating than before the
heater was turned on. Observing PMSE echoes along with heating should al-
low us to infer dust information from the observed overshoot curves.
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Figure 3.1: Example of an observation with the EISCAT VHF radar of a PMSE radar
echo layer that has been heated with the EISCAT heating facility in time sequence 48
seconds on and 168 seconds off. Figure from Paper II.

Clear cases of overshoot curves can be seen in Figure 3.1, for example, in heat-
ing intervals 14, 15, 16 around 88 km altitude. The general shape of this over-
shoot curve can be seen in Figure 3.2. The time the heater is turned on and
off and the corresponding decrease or increase of the overshoot curve are
marked in the figure. The PMSE variation follows the following phases: an in-
stantaneous decrease when the heater is turned off, a lower signal during the
heating phase, and rapid recovery when the heating is turned off. Sometimes
the signal is higher than at the beginning of the cycles, which is called an over-
shoot. Such an overshoot is followed by relaxation, during which the signal
returns to the previous undisturbed level.

Figure 3.2: Typical shape of an Overshoot Characteristic Curve. Figure from Paper II.
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The overshoot behavior can be explained qualitatively: When the heating
is switched on, because of the higher temperature, the electron diffusivity
is higher and the electron density gradients are smoothed; therefore, the
backscatter is less efficient (Havnes, 2004). In addition, the electrons collide
more frequently with dust particles and accumulate quickly on the surfaces
of nearby large dust particles, causing a decrease in free electrons. The latter
effect depends on the charging process, i.e. on the size of the dust particles.
When the heater is turned off again, the electron temperature quickly drops
to the initial value. However, the dust particles still carry a higher charge than
before. As a result, the electron density gradients are larger than before the
heater was turned on and therefore the backscatter is higher. The relative
contribution of the ion current is larger than that of the equilibrium charge;
therefore, the dust charge decreases on the time scale of the ion current and
during this process the PMSE power goes back to the initial value of unheated
conditions.
The effects of the heating disappear during conditions with high ionization,
i.e. high electron density. This can be seen in Figure 3.1, where during heating
cycle 18 the electron density is high and no overshoot can be observed; this ef-
fect is also seen in cycle 19 where the electron density is still rather high. One
can assume that the total electron content in the PMSE layer is so high that
the electron density variations caused by themodified dust charging are small
in comparison. In addition, much of the HF heating wave may be absorbed
below the PMSE layer if the electron density is also high there.

Heating experiments and VHF observations
Four observation campaigns were conducted to study PMSE with EISCAT VHF
and artificial heating during dusk conditions with low solar illumination. Two
observations were made in 2018, on 11 and 15 August, and two in 2020, on
5 and 6 August. During all four observations, PMSE were observed at sev-
eral altitudes, always between 80-90 km. The 5 August 2020 observation from
20:30 UT to midnight UT is shown in Figure 3.3. Similar figures are provided
for the other observations in Paper II. The figure shows the electron densities
derived from the EISCAT VHF analysis as a function of time and altitude; the
PMSE layer is seen as strong signals forming horizontal structures. The ion-
ization is at times very high, as can be seen from the high electron densities.
The common background ionization is caused by solar illumination, primarily
from the Lyman alpha hydrogen line of the solar spectrum. The main source
of enhanced ionization above the PMSE is at altitudes below 100 km from en-
ergetic particle precipitation (Mironova et al., 2015).
Figure 3.3 shows high electron densities presumably due to particle precipita-
tion at PMSE altitudes between roughly 20:45 UT and 21:30 UT. However, the
data collected prior to the first layer marked as Area 1 is not used to some
artifact in the measured data. From 21:30 UT the ionosphere at altitudes is
unaffected or only slightly affected by particle precipitation. This includes the
areas marked with 1 and 2 that we consider for analysis. Similarly, several
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observational areas were selected for the other observation days. Area 3 in
Figure 3.3 is not PMSE, but is a sporadic E-layer and is not included in the data
analysis.

Figure 3.3: Observation with EISCAT VHF along with artificial heating cycles, from 5
August 2020. Figure from Paper II

The observational times are all around local midnight, and it is helpful to con-
sider the solar illumination at the time of the observations. The solar zenith
angle for the observations was in the range of 88-97 degrees, and thus most
of the radar volumes observed are in reduced sunlight; some have no direct
sunlight. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the photon flux that the author es-
timated for two points in time during the 15.08. 2018 observations (at 22:00
UT and 24:00 UT); the flux for high summer conditions at noon is shown for
comparison. As can be seen, the photon flux in the Lyman α line is greatly re-
duced by one and two orders of magnitude compared to noon/high summer
conditions, when the EISCAT studies of PMSE are usually made.
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Data analysis method - quantifying overshoots
As mentioned in a previous chapter, an overshoot can occur when heating
PMSE echoes in a certain on/off time sequence. The observations are investi-
gated in detail in Paper II, but a brief overview is given here. In each of the four
observations, three intervals were identified with layers visibly influenced by
heating because the radar signal drops when the heater is on. Two of these
layers were identified as sporadic E-layers and not PMSE echoes. This was ob-
vious because of their high altitude and low return power (compared to the
usual PMSE power) and no visible overshoots. These layers are mentioned
here for comparison, but they were not included in the data analysis.

Figure 3.5: Scatter plots of the decline ratios R0/R1 and heating ratios R0/R3 for area
2 in observation on 15 August 2018. Figures from Paper II.

Figure 3.6: Histograms of the decline and overshoot ratios derived in the area 2 of
the 15 August 2018 observations. Histograms are only plotted for cycles affected by
heating. Green line represents the average of all overshoot ratios. Figures from Paper
II.
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Overshoots have previously been investigated by several authors, who also
used EISCAT VHF and heating and similar heating cycles (Havnes et al., 2014;
Pinedo et al., 2014; Ullah et al., 2019). A first viewof the discussed observations
showed that some of the overshoots are very high in comparison to previous
investigations. For a quantitative description, for each heating cycle we de-
termined the amplitudes R0, R1, R2, R3, and R4. These are marked in Figure
3.2, where R0 is the signal amplitude before the heater is turned on, R1 is the
amplitude observed when the heater is turned on, R2 is the last amplitude ob-
served during the heating cycle, R3 is the amplitude after the heater is turned
off, andR4 is the amplitude observed before the beginning of the next heating
cycle.
Figure 3.5 on the left compares R0 and R1 where R1 being smaller than R0

indicates that PMSE is influenced by heating in the predicted way. Here, we
plotted the amplitudes for all observed cycles in the PMSE layer considered;
the green circles mark cycles that show an effect of the heater and the crosses
mark observations where switching on the heater had no visible effect.
The right-hand side of the figure shows the ratio of the amplitudes R0 and R3

of all the cycles in this area. The symbols used are the same as on the left:
green circles mark the cycles that are affected by the heater. They are spread
around the red line rather evenly, indicating equal amounts of reduced and
increased values after the heater was turned off. Therefore, overshoots and
undershoots are about equally abundant (where the overshoot ratio R0/R3 is
1). Inspection of the observations shows that the parts of the PMSE that are
not affected by heating are in regions where the influence of particle precipi-
tation is also recognizable.
In figure 3.6 the ratio of the decline is shown on the left and the ratio of the
overshoot on the right. This only includes the cycles that were affected by
heating (that is R0/R1 is below 1, the values below the diagonal on the left-
hand side of Figure 3.5). One can see that 55 % of the cycles that are affected
by heating show a decrease in power when the heater is turned on. The mean
of the decline ratio is R1/R0 is 0.75, which means that the power reduces by
approximately 25 % on average when the heater is turned on.
In the right panel of figure 3.6 the overshoot ratio is shown for all cycles. Only
31 % of them show an overshoot with a mean value of 0.64. That is, on av-
erage, the power increases by 46 % for these cycles. This method was used
for each of the measurement areas of the four observations. The results are
summarized in Table 3.1, together with the ratios for heating (R1/R2), recovery
(R2/R3) and relaxation (R4/R3). For reference, Figure 3.2 is given again below
to accompany the table.
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Figure 3.7: Showing the overshoot shape which is often seen when heating PMSE
in an on/off sequence. Figure from Paper II. The figure is included here again for
comparison purposes with Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Summary of histogram results for the decline, overshoot, heating, recovery
and relaxation ratio when they are smaller than 1 (indicating heating effect and over-
shoot) for all four observations. These numbers only include observations with the
minimum background amplitude R0 > 1010.5. A1 refers to area 1 for that observations
date, and so forth. Gray rows mark sporadic E-layers and not PMSE with heating.

Decline Overshoot Heating Recovery Relaxation

R1/R0 < 1 R0/R3 < 1 R1/R2 < 1 R2/R3 < 1 R4/R3 < 1

Mean % Mean % Mean % Mean % Mean %

11
.8
.1
8 A1 0.76 58 0.56 45 0.76 56 0.69 51 0.49 63

A2 0.75 61 0.57 51 0.71 50 0.73 56 0.42 63
A3 0.77 55 0.61 50 0.74 43 0.72 66 0.50 61

15
.8
.1
8 A1 0.74 100 - - 0 0 0.60 100 0.20 100

A2 0.75 55 0.64 31 0.77 24 0.72 58 0.41 42
A3 0.69 63 0.41 40 0.68 43 0.61 46 0.36 64

5.
8.
20

A1 0.72 46 0.48 44 0.66 32 0.66 66 0.42 61
A2 0.72 55 0.44 10 0.76 5 0.75 66 0.78 13
A3 0.75 66 0.87 17 0.83 21 0.83 51 0.81 30

6.
8.
20

A1 0.74 59 0.54 53 0.73 40 0.66 78 0.42 59
A2 0.90 61 0.89 10 0.90 14 0.87 54 0.79 34
A3 0.52 83 0.24 17 0.76 20 0.34 40 0.40 100
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From Table 3.1 one can see that for most of the observed areas, overshoots
are observed in almost half of the heating cycles. Here, the average increase
in PMSE power lies in the 40-60 % range. Here we see that even though we
have seen quite high individual overshoots, on average the layer shows ap-
proximately a doubling in the PMSE power when the heater is turned on. The
heating ratio shows that, in general, power decreases during the heating pe-
riod for most areas with a mean decrease of about 25-30 %. The relaxation
ratio shows how the subsequent heating cycles relate to each other. Where
this ratio is expected to be below 1 to indicate that the PMSE power is decreas-
ing after the overshoot increase. Here we can see that most areas showmore
than 60 % of the cycles below 1 with a mean value of about half or less. For
those cycles that show an increase in values after the overshoot, might indi-
cate a cycle being influenced by particle precipitation or a general increase in
PMSE power in the layer.

Comparing selected heating cycles to overshoot models
Several models have been developed to calculate the overshoot curves
(Havnes, 2004; Mahmoudian et al., 2011) and have been used together with
observations to derive the average dust sizes and the relative dust number
density distribution producing the PMSE echoes. Since the observations an-
alyzed in this work were the first during dusk conditions, it is interesting to
compare them with such models.
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Figure 3.8: Area 2 from observation from 15 August 2018. Marked in the figure are
the 3 intervals, A, B and C, that we compared with simulated overshoots. From Paper
II.
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For this comparison, we identified three intervals from the observation of Au-
gust 15, 2018, as shown in Figure 3.8. We selected an interval around 88 km
altitude with weak PMSE and two intervals with stronger PMSE at altitudes
between 86.5 km and 87.5 km. Particle precipitation was observed in a few
cycles in between these intervals. The calculation of the modeled overshoot
curve was made by Alireza Mahmudian, an expert in the field, see. e.g Mah-
moudian et al. (2011); Scales andMahmoudian (2016) formore information on
the model. To take into account the twilight conditions, the dust photoioniza-
tion rate in themodel was reduced by a factor of 10 for themodel calculations.
The results are summarized in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Interval A showed very large
individual overshoots, and after averaging all cycles in that interval together
and normalizing to the preheater value, resulting in an overshoot of almost
9.85; denoted as NormMAX in the table. For the other two intervals, the over-
shoots had average values of 2.36 and 3.07, respectively. Comparison with
simulations showed that for the first interval (A), an 8-fold increase in electron
temperature during heating was required to produce an overshoot of 8.35.
This is still lower than the average value from the observations. The model
calculation could not produce such high overshoots even when accounting for
the reduced solar illumination. For the other two intervals, the amplitude of
the overshoot was well reproduced with a heating temperature increase by a
factor of 5. All simulations showed a 3 nm dust size that fitted best to the ob-
servations and 35 % dust number density (compared to the electron density)
for interval A and 60 % and 68 % dust number density required for the other
two intervals respectively.

Table 3.2: Normalized values of the overshoot shown for the observation and simula-
tion for each of the intervals. Also shown are other parameters from the simulation.

Observation Simulation

Interval NormMAX NormMAX Te/Ti rd[nm] nd/ne

A 9.85 8.35 8 3 35 %
B 3.07 3.06 5 3 60 %
C 2.36 2.3 5 3 68 %

The differences between the overshoot curves in interval A and the model cal-
culations indicate that either the model assumptions on PMSE, or those on
the dust charging, or both are not sufficient. In previous studies that vali-
dated the model calculations, the authors compared the models to overshoot
curves averaged over multiple heating cycles. For the observations presented
in this work, this approach is not meaningful, as it significantly reduces the
overshoots compared to the individual curves. The number of very high over-
shoots in the observations presented here is not negligible, and one can con-
clude that current overshootmodels cannot replicate overshoots for dusk con-
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ditions. Unfortunately, the model proposed by Havnes was not available for
calculations, but a comparison with published calculations also shows that the
overshoots calculated with that model are lower than those in our observa-
tions.

Table 3.3: Normalized values of the overshoot shown for the observation and simula-
tion for each of the intervals. Also shown are other parameters from the simulation.

Interval Zdave,max τdiff/τch Nn νin

ON OFF

A 1.38 0.13 0.014 1.19× 1020 3.44× 104

B 0.9 0.093 0.0076 1.33× 1020 3.85× 104

C 0.86 0.08 0.0062 1.48× 1020 4.26× 104

The parameters used in the model calculations provide insight into the dis-
cussion of possible explanations for the overshoot. Table 3.3 shows the aver-
age charge number, Zdave,max, for each model calculation along with the ratio,
τdiff/τch, of the diffusion and dust charging timescales. Included also are the
neutral density and the estimated ion-neutral collision frequency (using values
from nrlmise-00). Here, we can see that the average charge number needed
to produce such a large overshoot in interval A is quite high,indicating a multi-
ple charge for a fraction of the particles at least. In general, the models show
higher overshoots for larger dust charges. The other two observation intervals
show an average charge number smaller than 1, as is expected for charging of
dust in the size range of fewnm. The ratio of timescales indicates that there are
different diffusion and charging timescales for these cases, where these two
timescales are competing when the heater is turned on and off (Mahmoudian
et al., 2011). The decrease in the ion-neutral collision frequency with altitude
(as can be seen in Table 3.3) may be a factor in the increase of the timescale
ratio and the large overshoots seen at higher altitudes.





Chapter 4

Dust Influence on the Incoherent
Scatter Spectrum

A summary of Papers I and III is given here together with a short introduction
to relevant topics. The papers investigate the influence of charged dust on the
incoherent scatter spectrum based on model calculations and on EISCAT VHF
observations.
First, an introduction is given to the incoherent scatter equation used in the
model calculation and how it depends on the dust parameters. The model
is extended, and it is used to discuss under what conditions the dust notice-
ably influences the electrons and, consequently, the measured spectrum. An
overview of the possible influence of the dust and other parameters on the
spectrum is given and how this influence varies over a year. On the basis of
this, optimal conditions are derived to identify a suitable EISCAT observation
for analysis. We find such an observation during winter and with an increased
electron density down to almost 60 km. The observation is compared with
the incoherent scatter spectrum model with a dust component, and the dust
number density and dust sizes needed to replicate the observation are deter-
mined.

Radar Equation and electron backscatter
Incoherent scatter radars send electromagneticwaves up into the upper atmo-
sphere where they cause the free electrons to oscillate and scatter back a very
small part of the incoming wave. The radar receives the radiated power from
the electrons in the radar volume. This allows one to infer some information
on the electrons; however, they are coupled to the ions in the volume. There-
fore, the measured scattering from the electrons also contains information
on the ions and can be used to infer several plasma parameters like electron
density, electron and ion temperature, and ion velocities.
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Starting with the radar equation for amonostatic radar system, we can use the
equation below to calculate the power scattered and received by the antenna.
The received power PR is:

PR = PT
G2λ2

RσN

(4π)3R4L
(4.1)

where PT is the transmitted power, G is the gain of the antenna and depends
on the radar being used, R is the range from the radar to the target, L are any
losses, and λR is the radar wavelength. σN represent the backscatter received
from all electrons in the radar volume. If enough charged dust particles are
present in the radar volume, the dust will influence the σN factor.

Expanding the backscatter equation to include charged dust
Cho et al. (1998) proposed an adaption of the radar backscatter equation for
3 fluids (see, e.g. Mathews (1978); Tanenbaum (1968)) to include an N-fluid
description, which allows us to include any number of dust particles of differ-
ent sizes, as well as positive and negative ions. For this model, the authors
assumed that the particles were singly charged. The equation developed by
Cho et al. (1998) where dust is included in the incoherent scatter spectrum is
given here. The derivation and explanation of this equation can be found in
Paper I and is not repeated here except for a short summary. The backscatter
equation, including dust particles, is as follows:
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Here, the terms marked in red (α2
s , zs, and Ts) describe the contribution of the

dust to the backscatter equation. These terms include the number density
and dust mass for each size bin. The mass of the dust particles is calculated
by assuming spherical particles and a bulk mass of 2-3 g/cm3 (this number
depends on assumptions of the dust material). Here, we have included the
charge number Z2

s , where Cho et al. (1998) has chosen to set it as Z2
s = 1,

which is often assumed to be valid for particles smaller than 10 nm. Note
that everywhere the charge number is squared, and thus the addition of dust
does not depend on the sign of the charge, except in the assumption of charge
neutrality. Cho et al. (1998) assumed that the termsZ2

s=1 (dust charge number)
because particles <10 nm are typically singly charged. We include this term,
and this approach is applicable to small multiple dust charges. However, note
that assuming the same charge number for each included size bin reduces the
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computation effort. In the case of high charge numbers, image charge effects
should also play a role.
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Figure 4.1: Example spectrumwithout a dust component and one with a positive dust
component. Marked in red, are the width and the amplitude of the spectrum. Fre-
quency axis is the angular frequency. Figure from Paper I.

Figure 4.1 shows an example of the central part of the incoherent scatter spec-
trum, this is usually denoted as the ion line, where the influence of the dust
can be noticed. The figure shows a spectrum without dust (solid line) and a
spectrum with an added positive dust component (dash-dotted line). The in-
clusion of a positive dust component creates a peak at the top of the normal
background spectrum, and consequently narrows the spectral width. The red
lines in the figure show the amplitude and width of each modeled spectrum.
Therefore, if the presence of charged dust is large enough, it should be possi-
ble to discern, from ameasured spectrum, whether there is dust present. The
dust influence on the plasma should thus be possible to detect in this altitude
region with an incoherent scatter radar. However, the effect that the dust has
on the plasma is dependent on their size. Small dust particles behave similarly
to negative ions, causing an acceleration in the electron diffusion rate and thus
a broadening of the measured radar spectrum, whereas for larger dust parti-
cles, they should decrease the electron diffusion and thus cause themeasured
spectrum to be narrower than if only positive ions were present (Rapp et al.,
2007a).
This picture is further complicated by the fact that the neutral density is rather
high in the D-region, and thus the collisions between the neutral atmosphere
with the plasma and dust will be a dominant factor over charged-component
collisions. Different atmospheric temperatures, ion composition, and neutral
compositionmight further complicate things. It has previously been shown by
Hansen et al. (1991) that the measured radar spectrum from the D-region was
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30% narrower than what theory predicts with only ions present; however, they
did not examine the possibility that this was caused by dust. Another limiting
factor is the amount of electron density; we need at least Ne > 1e9 m−3 for
a good enough radar signal in the D-region (60-90 km). This is often not the
case, and onlymeasurements with an enhanced ionosphere can be applicable
for incoherent radar studies of dust with the current radar systems available.

4.1 Different influences on the incoherent
scatter spectrum

Summary of variables that can influence the spectrum
The plasma in the D-region/mesosphere is collisionally dominated and weakly
ionized, thus the measured incoherent scatter spectrum from these altitude
regions depends on many different coupled parameters. Each parameter in-
fluences the measured spectrum to a different degree, so adding a dust com-
ponent to an already complicated model is a challenge. Several authors have
shown that there should be a dust presence in the D-region and that it in-
fluences the radar spectrum measured there (Rapp et al., 2007a; Strelnikova
et al., 2007). To accurately determine dust parameters, the other parameters
influencing the spectrum need to be understood and quantified.

Figure 4.2: Left panel shows spectrum calculations for two different temperatures,
T=180 K in black and T=200 K in red. The right panel shows spectrum calculations for
two different neutral number densities, Nn = ×1014 cm−3 in black and Nn = 4 × 1014
cm−3 in red.

Here we have tried to quantify these differences by comparing the amplitude
and width of the spectrum for different parameter ranges usually seen in this
altitude region. An example spectrumwith two different temperatures is given
in the left panel of Figure 4.2, here the decrease in temperature from 200 K to
180 K causes a more narrow spectrum with higher amplitude, with a change
in spectral width of about 2.3 Hz for this temperature change. On the right in
figure 4.2 an increase in neutral density will cause a narrowing of the spectrum
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with a change of 3.5 Hz for the spectral width in this particular case. This is
summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: A few examples of different variables and how they influence the spectrum
and whether they causes a broadening or a narrowing. The range of the dust size
change shown is approximately 5 Hz change for positive dust and 4.5 Hz change for
negative dust. Dust mass density change is at a maximum of 0.5 Hz where this is seen
for the smallest particles (≈ 0.2 nm).

Variables Change ∆Width Effect

Temperature 180→ 200 K ≈ + 2.3 Hz increase in T⇒ Broadening

Neutral Density 4e14→ 5e14 ≈ - 3.5 Hz increase in N⇒ Narrowing (<95 km)

Dust size 1→1.5 nm ≈ -4.5-5 Hz increase in r⇒ Narrowing (rd > 0.5 nm)

Dust mass density 1→9 g/cm3 ≈- 0.5 Hz increase in ρ ⇒ Narrowing, (rd < 0.5 nm)

Ion mass 31→ 51 amu ≈ - 1.6 Hz increase inMi ⇒ Narrowing (rd < 0.5 nm)

Figure 4.3: Left panel compares negative dust of sizes rd = 1 nm (black line), rd = 2
nm (red dotted line), and no dust (blue dashed line). The right panel shows the same
except the dust is positively charged.

When enough of large dust particles in the D-region are charged, they should
influence the spectrumby introducing a peak on top of the normal background
spectrum, and in that way make the spectral width narrower. An example
spectrum is shown in Figure 4.3 with a 500 cm-3 negative dust component of
two different sizes on the left and a positive dust component on the right with
the same number density and dust sizes. Here we can see that larger dust
sizes make the spectrum narrower and that positive dust particles will cause
a more narrow spectrum. Here the electron density is 5000 cm-3 and the ion
density is varied to keep charge neutrality.
This essentially means that a smaller amount of positive dust is needed to nar-
row the spectrum compared to a negative dust population. As shown in Table
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4.1, by changing the dust size from 1 nm to 1.5 nm, you get a narrowing of
4.5 Hz for negative dust and 5 Hz for positive dust. The introduction of small
negative (<0.5 nm) dust will broaden the spectrum and small positive dust will
narrow the spectrum; this is due to the influence of dust on the electron dif-
fusion rate, where the small negative dust particles behave more like negative
ions (Rapp et al., 2007a).

Variations over a year - influence on dust signature
A summary of the influence of the background conditions on the spectrum
is given in Table 4.2. Note that these results are valid for the EISCAT radar
location (north hemisphere, at high latitude) and may be different for other
locations. Showing that during the summer the main influences, temperature
and dust density (depending on dust size) cause a broader spectrum, while
for winter conditions, they both contribute to a narrower spectrum. Making it
easier to detect dust particles during winter.
The dust number density is according to models (Bardeen et al., 2008; Meg-
ner et al., 2008) higher during winter at lower altitudes due to atmospheric
circulation, causing an updraft in the summer and a downdraft in the win-
ter. This will cause larger dust sizes to be at lower altitudes during winter and
a better chance of discerning them in the radar spectrum. The neutral den-
sity decreases during winter, which should cause a broadening compared to
summer. However, this is a much smaller broadening than is caused by the
narrowing of the temperature increase from summer to winter.

Table 4.2: Overview of the parameters that influence the spectrum and their relative
change for winter and summer based on model nrlmsis-00 data over a year (Hedin,
1991). This is based on background values and does not capture local variations in
time and space.

Summer Winter

Constituents >/< Width >/< Width

Temperature decreasing Broader increasing Narrower
Neutral Density increasing Narrower decreasing Broader
Electron Density increasing - decreasing -

Dust number density decreasing +/- increasing Narrower

Figure 4.4 shows two examples of how the spectral width changes throughout
the year, where the left panel shows the spectral width for conditions at 90
km and the right panel shows conditions for 80 km. Here, the spectral width
is broader at 90 km when including dust; this is due to the large amount of
small negative dust included for this altitude, which broadens the spectrum
instead of narrowing it. The results are reversed for the 80 km case, where the
spectra are more narrow when dust is included. Here, we can see that there is
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a much larger difference between the widths of the spectra with and without
dust during winter. Note that here the frequency axis shown for the spectral
width is the angular frequency and therefore greater by 2π compared to the
frequency axis in Figure 4.3 and elsewhere in the thesis.

Figure 4.4: Spectral width variation in a year shown for two different altitudes. On the
left is spectral width for 90 km and 80 km on the right. Spectral width frequency axis
is here in angular frequency. Figures from Paper I.

4.2 Comparison of observational data with
model calculations

To investigate the existence of a dust component in the radar spectrum, the
radar observation displayed in the left panel of Figure 4.5 was selected. This
observation was made with the EISCAT VHF radar on 9 January 2014 from
about 08-22 UT. The electron density measurements show the presence of
high electron content, possibly related to solar activity in the days prior to
the observation (6-9 January 2014, solar flare activity (NASA)). The observation
shows electron densities discernible down to almost 60 km altitude, and thus
it was deemed a good observation to examine the influence of dust particles
on the measured radar spectrum.
On the right in Figure 4.5 is the atmospheric temperature for the same time
interval as the observation. It is a combination plot of the measured LIDAR
temperature along with modeled temperature when there were no available
LIDAR temperature data. The LIDAR temperature was measured with Tromsø
Sodium LIDAR (Nozawa et al., 2014) and includes only measurements with an
error smaller than 5 K. The model temperature is from the nrlmsise-00 model
(Hedin, 1991).
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Figure 4.5: The left panels shows the electron density measured with the EISCAT VHF
on 9 January 2014 and on the right is a combination plot of the measured LIDAR tem-
perature and model nrlmsis-00 temperature on the same day. Model temperature is
included where LIDAR temperature was not available. Figures are from Paper III.

Data processing summary:

• The raw radar data measured with the EISCAT VHF radar is run through
Grand Unified Incoherent Scatter Design and Analysis Package (GUIS-
DAP) (Lehtinen and Huuskonen, 1996) with a very low limit of satellite
and meteor removal. The low limit is chosen as sigma = 1, or within 1
standard deviation instead of the usual 4 which increases the detection
threshold and removes most signals that could be satellites or meteors.

• The GUISDAP raw data output is then run through RTG (real-time graph)
with n = 375 and with spectrum and Doppler frequency shift as output.
The resulting spectrum is then shifted in frequency.

• The raw radar data are also run through GUISDAPwith the same removal
as above, but with data processing selected to get the total electron den-
sity.

• Smoothing spectra with high noise levels and removing data dominated
by noise.

• Adjustment of the ion-neutral collision frequency.

Smoothing the data
Here comes a brief overview of the smoothing of certain parts of the data.
This is not explained in detail in Paper III and is therefore highlighted here for
reference. Spectrum measured at low altitude (low electron density) and at
high altitude (low range resolution) are often quite dominated by noise and
do not have a relatively smooth spectral curve. First, all cases of spectrum
that clearly are only noise are removed. An example can be seen in Figure 4.6,
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in the first two panels. The third case is not removed, since we can see that
there is an underlying broad spectrum. However, this spectrum is very noisy
and difficult to accurately compare with model calculations.

Figure 4.6: Example of several spectra from the observation on 9 January 2014. All
are taken at time 11:02:57 UT and represent different altitudes, shown above each
corresponding figure.

At higher altitudes, for example, in the top panel of the same figure (Figure
4.6), the measured spectrum becomes increasingly noisy with altitude. This is
due to the low range resolution of theManda code above around 90 km. These
spectra (at low and high altitude) are then smoothed with a smoothing filter
(Savitzky–Golay matlab filter) in the frequency range ± 100 Hz. Depending on
the ”amount” of noise present, the individual spectra are smoothed with two
different thresholds of the filter. The Savitzky–Golay filter is a smoothing fil-
ter that smooths out the data points in a certain area and essentially removes
the noise using a least-squares linear fit of a few data points at a time. For
the cases heavily influenced by noise, we used a larger data set of smoothed
points.
Figure 4.7 shows the basic overviewof the selectionmethod for the two thresh-
olds. First, each spectrum in the frequency range ± 100 Hz was normalized,
and then the sum of the difference between each data point was taken. Then
the thresholds of that sum were set empirically by examining the different
sums of the observation. Those cases that had a sum smaller than 3 were not
smoothed since these spectrum were not influenced by noise, and smoothing
these we could potentially remove the peak of the spectrum, which is where
the dust influence is expected. The spectra with sums in the range between 3
and 4.5 were smoothedwith only a few data points of the filter, while the sums
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with a sum between 4.5 and 10 were smoothed with a large filter. All spectra
with sums above 10 were removed, since these mainly contained noise.

Figure 4.7: Overview of the selection process for different smoothing thresholds.

An example of the smoothing process is shown in Figure 4.8, where the first
case is not smoothed, since it clearly contains only noise. The case in the mid-
dle is smoothed with a small threshold, and the case on the right shows a
heavily noisy spectrum, which is smoothed with a large filter. Cases like the
one on the right are removed when smoothing it with a large filter does not
work. These spectra are from 99 km altitude and are very noisy. The smooth-
ing process in most cases works quite well except for these heavily noise in-
fluenced spectra. Note that smoothing the spectra does not mean that we
accurately determine the spectral shape for that altitude. Therefore, for many
spectra above 90 km that are smoothed, we cannot determine dust properties
with a good accuracy, since the measured spectra are so influenced by noise.
As discussed later, thesemeasurements also do not produce good agreement
when including a dust distribution.
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Figure 4.8: Examples of three different measured spectra at different altitudes. The
spectrum on the left contains only noise and is not smoothed. The two others are
smoothed, themiddle onewith a small data filter and the one on the right is smoothed
with a large data filter.

Adjusting the ion-neutral collision frequency

An adjustment of the ion-neutral collision frequency was necessary prior to
fitting the data with a dust component. Since the plasma in this altitude range
is highly collisional and is basically determined by their collisions with neutrals,
an accurate estimation of this collision frequency is important to get a good
agreement with the measurement. It was recently suggested by Thomas et al.
(2023) that the collision frequency of the D-region might be reduced by a fac-
tor of ≈ 1.5. And after comparing the spectra measured by the EISCAT VHF
radar with the model calculations of a spectrum without a dust component,
we saw that compared to the modeled spectra, the observations were often
too narrow in the frequency range around ± 50 Hz. This could not be caused
by the presence of dust, as the dust mainly creates an additional narrow peak
on top of the background spectra and does not narrow the entire spectrum in
this frequency range.
Therefore, we modeled a spectrum (without a dust component) with several
different multiplications of the ion-neutral collision frequency and found the
best fit. The tested multipliers ranged from 0 to 3, with 0.5 mainly at the
low electron density areas at low altitudes, around 1-1.5 in between 70-80 km
and 1.5-2 up to 95 km with a few higher cases. A detailed figure of the mul-
tiplier is given in Paper III. An example of a measured spectrum is given in
Figure 4.9 (red line), along with a modeled spectrum without a dust compo-
nent (blue) and a spectrum modeled with the collision frequency adjustment
(black). Here, we can see that a spectrum modeled with an adjustment of the
collision frequency fits the observed spectra quite well compared to the mod-
eled spectra with no adjustment.
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Figure 4.9: Example measured spectrum(red) with a model calculation with an ad-
justed collision frequency (black) and a modeled spectrum with no adjustment (blue).
Figure from Paper III.

Including dust in model calculations
To include a dust component in the modeled spectrum, we use a model out-
put of a dust distribution from the WACCM-CARMA model (see model param-
eters in Paper III). This distribution is the average distribution for the month
of January, and there is no information on the number of charged particles.
To estimate the charge of the particles, we extrapolated the charging model
given in Table 2.6 in Antonsen (2019). Here, we use the charging model that
has the lowest charging probability for small dust particles compared to larger
dust sizes. Here we have also assumed that small dust (<0.5 nm) remains un-
charged. The reason for this is that the larger dust influences the spectrum
to a larger degree (see results from Paper I) and the smaller dust in the range
0.5-1 nmmainly increases the amplitude of the spectrum, while the larger par-
ticles will influence the spectral width as well. This is assuming negative dust
particles. Positive dust particles will have a narrowing effect on the spectrum
for all sizes, but it is more likely that the dust is negatively charged due to elec-
tron attachment (Baumann et al., 2013).
By including the charging model, we reduce the total number density, to in-
vestigate if there is an increase or a decrease in number density needed of
dust to fit to each individual spectra, we test for several multiplications of the
starting number density and find the best fit. The resulting multiplier found
for the best fit of the dust to the measured spectra is shown in Figure 4.10 on
the right and the resulting total number density on the left (both log scales).
The white areas in the figures represent spectra with bad data, too little or no
electron density, or the spectra fit best to a model calculation without dust or
with only adjusting the collision frequency. Note that the collision frequency
is adjusted as discussed above before including dust in the model calculation.
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Figure 4.10: Negative dust number density (cm-3) shown on the left with associated
multiplier on the right. Both figures are log scale. Figures from Paper III.

On the left in Figure 4.10 a layer of dust is seen in the altitude range 80-85
km with number densities around 104 cm−3, and a smaller layer in the altitude
range 75-80 km can be seen up to around 17 UT where the electron density is
no longer high enough for a good radar signal, with number densities around
103 cm−3.

Figure 4.11: Derived average dust density for negatively charged dust particles on the
left, shown with the average measured electron density and the total dust density
from the WACCM-CARMA model. On the right is the average derived dust density
for all cases using LIDAR temperature compared to the average density using model
temperature. Figures from Paper III.

Figure 4.11 shows the average charged dust number density needed for each
altitude compared to the total dust number density from the WACCM-CARMA
model and the average measured electron density. Here, we can see that the
peak number density seems to lie around 85 km and mostly follows the total
model density to higher altitudes. Below 85 km, the dust number density de-
creases, following the electron density decrease. On the right in Figure 4.11
the average number density derived using the LIDAR temperature and the
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model temperature is shown. They have similar altitude ranges, where cen-
tered around 85 km the number density derivedwith LIDAR temperature often
has lower number densities than the model-derived number density. Here,
the decrease in the average number density compared to the model number
density ismost likely due to a decrease in charged dust particles alongwith the
decrease in electron number density. As shown in Figure 4.2 on the left, an in-
crease in temperature causes a broader spectrum, and when comparing the
model temperature and the LIDAR temperature of Figure 4.5 there is mainly
an increase in temperature in this altitude range compared to the model tem-
perature. A broader spectrum will result in a reduced number density fit for
that spectrum compared to a narrower one.



Chapter 5

Summary and future work

Summary of main results

Paper I examines the influence of dust and other variables on the incoher-
ent scatter spectrum. The largest influence (apart from dust) is temperature,
its influence is of a similar order to that of dust particles. Larger dust parti-
cles influence the spectrum to a greater extent than smaller ones. Positive
dust particles have a larger influence than negative ones due to the charge-
neutrality condition. Examining background values over the year shows that
winter conditions are optimal for detecting dust, as a larger narrowing of the
spectrum is expected compared to summer.
Paper II examines the time variations of PMSE signals (overshoot character-
istic curves) produced when the electrons are artificially heated at PMSE alti-
tudes. PMSE layers are heated in on-and-off cycles of 48/168 s. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time that overshoot characteristic curves have
been studied during low solar illumination. Similarly to the studies by other
authors, we found that no heating effect can be seen in the PMSE layer when
particle precipitation is present and the electron density is high. Some individ-
ual overshoots seenwere very high, where the largest overshoots were seen in
PMSE layers with overall low PMSE power at high altitudes. A comparison to a
model (by Alireza Mahmoudian) showed that, indeed, a reduced photoioniza-
tion rate as a result of reduced solar illumination can increase the overshoots.
However, the highest observed overshoots could not be reproduced with the
model.
Paper III examines an observations with the EISCAT VHF radar from 9 January
2014 with high electron content in the D-region to determine if a dust compo-
nent can be derived from the observations. We compared measured spectra
with 6.5 minute time resolution with model calculations without a dust com-
ponent, with an adjusted collision frequency and including a dust component.
We found that including dust fits best in the altitude range 75-85 kmwith num-
ber densities in the range of a few hundred particles up to a few thousand
(cm-3). The average dust density has a peak at 85 km, somewhat higher than
the WACCM-CARMA model total number density; however, the total number
density of charged dust decreases as the electron density decreases.
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Future work
Radar measurements of dust in the mesosphere are possible because dust
particles are electrically charged and interact with other plasma components.
Dust charging has been studied before, also including recent model calcula-
tions of the charge balance (Baumann et al., 2015) but only under quiet iono-
spheric conditions. It will be important for future research to extend this work.
For instance, with variable ionospheric conditions, to better understand how
the dust component is charged.
To determine the dust component in the incoherent scatter, an extension of
the fluid equation description (Cho et al., 1998) was used. This theory relies
heavily on the ion-neutral collision frequency, and, as was shown, this had to
be adjusted to fit the measured spectra. The discrepancies between the ob-
servations and the modeled ion-neutral collision frequencies have also been
noted in other studies; and Thomas et al. (2023) have recently started inves-
tigating them. Now that there is observational evidence for the influence of
the charged dust, this could also give rise to theoretical investigations of the
incoherent scatter in the D-region.
Concerning the coherent scatter observations of PMSE, the large overshoots
observed during heating experiments could not be reproduced quantitatively
with existing models; investigating the possible different charging conditions
may help to properly understand the role of dust in PMSE and to find out
whether the rapid variations that occur from one heating cycle to the next
are caused by dust charging effects.
The new EISCAT_3D is expected to provide improved conditions for observa-
tional studies. In general, different radar methods used to determine a dust
component should be further developed and tested along with examining the
dust charging in detail, especially to be used with EISCAT_3D. It is important to
combine future radarmeasurements with other complementary experiments,
like different instruments on sounding rockets. Simultaneous observations of
the same volumewith radar and rockets would allow a better determination of
the neutral density and the dust charge density. A better understanding of the
D-region incoherent scatter spectrum achieved with the studies would allow
us to develop long time-series observations. This is especially important since
the material from space debris is increasing and might eventually or locally
surpass the different ablated meteors (Schulz and Glassmeier, 2021).
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We investigate the influence of charged dust on the incoherent scatter from the D-region
ionosphere. Incoherent scatter is observed with high-power, large aperture radars and
results from electromagnetic waves scattering at electrons that are coupled to other
charged components through plasma oscillations. The influence of charged dust can hence
be considered an effect of dusty plasma. The D-region contains meteoric smoke particles
that are of nanometre size and form from incoming ablating meteors. Detection of such
charged dust in the incoherent scatter spectrum from the D-region has previously been
proposed and studied to some degree. We here present model calculations to investigate
the influence of the charged dust component with a size distribution, instead of the
one size dust components assumed in other works. The developed code to calculate the
incoherent scatter spectrum from the D-region including dust particles with different
sizes and different positive and negative charge states is made available (https://doi.org/
10.18710/GHZIIY). We investigate how sizes, number density and charge state of the
dust influence the spectrum during different ionospheric conditions. We consider the
ionospheric parameters for the location of the EISCAT VHF radar during a year and find
that conditions are most suitable for dust detection in winter below 80 km at times with
increased electron densities. The prospects to derive dust parameters increase, when the
incoherent scatter observations are combined with those of other instruments to provide
independent information on electron density, neutral density and temperature.

Key words: dusty plasmas, space plasma physics

1. Introduction

The ionosphere of Earth is one of the few systems where dusty plasma can directly be
observed in nature. The influence of charged dust on the incoherent scatter is a result
of dusty plasma and we study this systematically. The ionospheric D-region is a low
temperature, partially ionized plasma environment which contains small charged dust
particles. Parts of the D-region with this embedded dust can be considered a dusty plasma
where the charged dust takes part in the collective effects of the plasma. Hagfors (1992)
studied the theory of a plasma with embedded charged dust to investigate the resulting
enhancement of radar signals. While this influence was found to be small, the charged
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dust affects the incoherent scatter spectrum and Cho, Sulzer & Kelley (1998) developed a
model to describe the spectrum in the presence of charged dust.

Strelnikova et al. (2007) and Rapp, Strelnikova & Gumbel (2007) applied this model and
further developed a method to detect the dust signatures in observed radar spectra. Such
dust signatures in observed spectra were also reported by Fentzke et al. (2009, 2012), but
these are only a few cases and the detection is probably constrained by spectral resolution
and radar capabilities (Rapp et al. 2007). It is, however, worthwhile to pursue such
observational studies, since they would be helpful for investigating the dust formation in
the vicinity of meteors and the role of dust in other observed radar phenomena (Mann et al.
2019). Since the incoherent scatter technique provides a robust method of ground-based
observations independent from the weather conditions, it would also be worthwhile to use
them for monitoring observations of the dust.

Estimating the influence of the charged dust is also of interest for analysing observed
D-region incoherent scatter spectra and for understanding observed differences between
observations and models (Hansen et al. 1991; Rapp et al. 2007). The influence that ion
composition and mass and collisions with neutrals have on the spectrum, make the analysis
of D-region incoherent scatter difficult and the charged dust is an additional factor.

The dust in the mesosphere originates from the ablation of meteors (Kalashnikova et al.
2000) and most material deposition in the atmosphere occurs around 75–120 km (Hunten,
Turco & Toon 1980). The ablated material re-condenses into nanometre sized particles
denoted as meteoric smoke particles (MSPs) (Rosinski & Snow 1961). These MSPs are
transported with the neutral atmosphere and they can further grow through coagulation.
They are additionally thought to influence several processes, both in the mesosphere and
the stratosphere. This includes the growth of ice particles, chemical processes and charge
interactions (Hunten et al. 1980). Their small size and high altitude make them difficult
to measure and several inherent properties are not well known or only predicted based on
theory.

Atmospheric models have been employed to better understand the possible conditions
of MSPs in the mesosphere and to understand their effect on their surroundings as well
as how they are transported in the meridional circulation (Megner, Rapp & Gumbel 2006;
Bardeen et al. 2008; Megner et al. 2008); coupling of atmospheric models and chemistry
models has also been investigated (Baumann et al. 2015). A major uncertainty in the model
calculations is the number of forming MSPs, their size, their charge state and the amount
of neutral versus charged particles (Megner et al. 2008; Baumann et al. 2015).

In this paper we investigate the incoherent scatter spectrum in the presence of charged
dust. The aim of this work is to investigate to what extent charged dust particles influence
the incoherent scatter spectrum from the D-region and to find ionospheric conditions
that are best suited for deriving dust parameters. Starting with the description of the
scatter spectrum developed by Cho et al. (1998) we expand this to include a dust size
distribution and dust with different charge numbers. We investigate the spectrum for
different ionospheric conditions and different assumptions on the dust component based
on present knowledge on MSPs. We calculate spectra for the frequency of the EISCAT
VHF radar (224 MHz) and investigate the influence that ionospheric conditions have
on the spectra. For this we consider the ionospheric conditions at the EISCAT site in
Ramfjordmoen and the variation of these during a year. We developed a code to calculate
the incoherent scatter spectrum which we base on previous works by Strelnikova (2009)
and Teiser (2013) and expand by including dust with different charge numbers and with a
size distribution. We investigate in detail how the dust influences the spectra and prepare
future observations by deriving the conditions that are most suitable for retrieving dust
information from observed spectra.

https://doi.org/10.1017/S0022377821000866 Published online by Cambridge University Press
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the model
approach to calculate the incoherent scatter spectrum and discusses the inclusion of dust
parameters as well as the role of dust collisions with neutrals in the equations. We discuss
the dusty plasma conditions, the influences of dust size and charge distributions and the
limitations of the model in § 3. In § 4 we investigate the variation of the spectrum with
different ionospheric conditions and dust assumptions based on MSP models. Section 5
addresses the variation of spectra during the day and during the year. Section 6 provides
a summary and conclusions. We give supporting information on the calculations and the
access to the code that we developed in Appendix C.

2. Model approach

The radar signal that is denoted as incoherent scatter comes from Thomson scattering
of ionospheric electrons that are coupled to the other charged components, predominantly
positive ions. Below 80 km, also negative ions play a role. Similar to the ions, the charged
dust particles participate in the plasma oscillations and influence the charge balance.

Due to the high neutral density in the D-region, collisions with neutrals damp the
charge oscillations and change the shape of the spectrum. A theory of backscatter from
a weakly ionized plasma has been developed by Dougherty & Farley (1963) and extended
by Mathews (1978) to include multiple ion species (denoted the 3-fluid theory). Cho et al.
(1998) further developed from this an N-fluid description to include dust particles in
addition to the positive and negative ions for which they use the continuum approach
by Tanenbaum (1968). We use this description for our model calculations.

2.1. Incoherent scatter model
We start by describing the formalism developed by Cho et al. (1998) and relevant equations
that will be used in this work. The basic backscatter cross-section σb equation is given by

σb(ω0 + ω) dω = Vr2
e〈|ΔNe(k, ω)|2〉, (2.1)

where ω0 is the radar frequency and ω is the Doppler frequency shift from the radar
frequency; V is the radar volume, r2

e is the classical electron radius, ΔNe describes the
electron density fluctuation spectrum and k is the Bragg wavenumber. The backscatter in
the presence of charged dust can be described as (Cho et al. 1998)

σb(ω0 + ω) dω = r2
e Ne√
2πω
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where Ts is the constituent temperature (the s constituents refer to ions and dust, positive
or negative), Te is the electron temperature and Ne is the electron number density. Here,
we have included the charge number Z2

s , where Cho et al. (1998) have chosen to set
this as Z2

s = 1, which is often assumed valid for particles smaller than 10 nm. Note that
everywhere the charge number is squared and thus the addition of dust does not depend
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on the sign of the charge except in the assumption of charge neutrality. The constant αs for
each constituent s is given by

αs = 1
kλDs

= e
k

(
Ns

εokBTs

)1/2

, (2.3)

with λDs being the Debye length, Ns the number density of each component, kb is the
Boltzmann constant and e is the elementary charge. Then zs is given by

zs =
1 + i

5θs

3σ s

1 + i
θs

σ s

+ 2iθs

(
ψs + 2

3dsψs

)
− 2θ 2

s , (2.4)

with ds as the viscosity constant (the value used is given in table 1) and ψs is the
normalized constituent–neutral collision frequency, here given by

ψs = νsn√
2kvs

, (2.5)

where νsn is the constituent–neutral collision frequency defined below for each constituent
and vs is the mean thermal velocity, which is given by

vs =
(

kBTs

ms

)1/2

, (2.6)

with ms as the component mass and the normalized frequency, θs from (2.4), is given by

θs = ω√
2kvs

. (2.7)

Now σs (from (2.4)) is given by

σs = 5msψs

ms + mn
+ 5

4csψs
, (2.8)

with mn being the neutral mass and cs the thermal conductivity constant (values used
here is given in table 1). The collision frequency vsn with neutrals in (2.5) depends on
the particles in question. First, the electron collision frequency with the neutrals can be
approximated as (Banks & Kockarts 1973; Cho et al. 1998)

νen = (3.78 × 10−11T1/2
e + 1.98 × 10−11Te)Nn. (2.9)

Collision frequency of other constituents with the neutrals can either be described by the
so called polarization collision frequency or the hard-sphere collision frequency. For both
positive and negative ions the former is preferred and further discussions on the validity
of that choice can be found in Cho et al. (1998). We assume a hard boundary of 0.5 nm
for the size of the dust in relation to what collision frequency with the neutrals should be
chosen and assume that this will not influence the spectrum in a large way. The polarization
collision frequency is given by Banks & Kockarts (1973) and Cho et al. (1998) as

νP
sn = 2.59 × 10−9 Nn

M1/2
s

∑
t

Ft

(
Mnt χnt

Ms + Mnt

)1/2

, (2.10)

where Ms is the mass of the charged constituent in atomic mass units (amu), Ft is the
fractional volume of the neutral gas present, Mnt is mass of each neutral component (in
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Parameters Mass Radius

Electrons ∼ 9.1 · 10−31 kg ∼ 2.82 · 10−15 m
Neutrals ∼ 3.85 · 10−26 kg ∼ 0.15 nm
Particle Viscosity constants Thermal conductivity constants
Electrons de = 1.55 ce = 1.5
Ions dn = 1.78 cn = 2.28
Dust dd = 1.6 cd = 2.1
Constituents Mass [amu] Volume fraction % Polarizability
N2 MN2 = 28.01 fN2 = 0.78 χN2 = 1.74
O2 MO2 = 31.99 fO2 = 0.21 χO2 = 1.57
Ar MAr = 39.95 fAr = 0.01 χAr = 1.64

TABLE 1. Parameters and values used for calculations as inputs into equation (2.2). Values from
Cho et al. (1998). The constants given remain the same and are not changed for any of the
calculations.

amu) and χnt is the polarizability of those components. The values used in the calculations
are given in table 1. The major neutral atmospheric constituents: molecular nitrogen
and oxygen and atomic argon are taken into account. For the dust collisions with the
neutrals both collision frequencies must be used. For the smaller dust sizes the polarization
collision frequency is larger until the size reaches around 0.5 nm. Then the hard-sphere
collision frequency starts to become larger and should be preferred. Thus for particles
larger than 0.5 nm we use hard-sphere collisions with frequency (Schunk 1975; Cho et al.
1998)

νH
sn = 8(rs + rn)

2Nn

3(ms + mn)

[
2πkBmn(msTn + mnTs)

ms

]1/2

, (2.11)

where rn is the radius of the neutral particles. For neutral particles, we take an average
radius of 0.15 nm (Cho et al. 1998). The collision frequencies for dust with neutrals thus
can vary with dust size, mass density as well as the conditions of the neutral atmosphere.
The influence these factors have on the spectrum are varied and we will examine them
further in subsequent chapters.

2.2. Incoherent scatter spectrum
To illustrate the parameters that we will discuss in the following sections, we start by
presenting in figure 1 the spectrum in the presence of positively charged dust, because
this changes most clearly in comparison with the spectrum without dust. The solid line
describes the typical D-region spectrum, the dashed line describes the spectrum with an
added positive dust component. The influence of the dust can be seen in the central part
of the spectrum which is displayed in the figure. It is often denoted as the ion line and
it contains the vast majority of the back-scattered power. The inclusion of dust causes
the amplitude of the spectrum to increase and the corresponding width of the spectrum
narrows as is illustrated in panel (a) of figure 1 showing the back-scattered power as a
function of the frequency shift (equation (2.2)). Here and in subsequent discussion we
refer to the width as the half-width-half-maximum (HWHM) value of the spectrum.

Following the presentation of calculated spectra by Cho et al. (1998) and other authors,
we show in figure 1(b) the same spectra with respect to the normalized frequencies (2.7).
Note here the logarithmic scale and broader range of frequency. The spectra shown in the
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 1. The central part of the incoherent scatter spectrum, ion line, calculated for
conditions without dust and for different dust components is shown on the left; and the amplitude
and width are indicated for both spectra. The figure on the right shows the corresponding
normalized spectra; parameters used for the calculations are described in the text.

figure are calculated for the EISCAT VHF frequency of 224 MHz; this frequency is used
throughout the paper. Other parameters used in these calculations are a constant electron
density of 5000 cm−3 for each individual spectrum calculation while the amount of dust
present was set to 1000 cm−3 and the positive ion density thus set to 4000 cm−3 to keep
charge neutrality. If not mentioned otherwise, we use for the calculation singly charged
dust, ion mass of 31 amu, neutral density of 5 × 1014 cm−3 and electron density values for
85–90 km height.

As can be seen in the figures, the presence of charged dust narrows the width of
the spectrum and increases the central amplitude. This occurs independent from charge
polarity but is most prominent for only positive dust particles and less so in the presence of
negative and positive dust or of only negative dust. We choose in this paper to focus on the
spectrum and the corresponding frequency as is seen in part (a). What we are interested in
further is to examine the different parameters of the background atmosphere as well as the
dust properties that might be present and how these influence both the spectrum amplitude
and the width. And thus in the following sections we show for various cases the spectrum
amplitude change on one side and the spectrum width on the other.

3. Dusty plasma conditions and influence of dust parameters
3.1. Dusty plasma conditions

The incoherent scatter from the D-region that we examine here is an example of dusty
plasma, where the presence of charged dust particles changes the properties of the
plasma. Goertz (1989) defines dusty plasma as an ensemble of dust particles in a plasma
consisting of electrons, ions and neutrals. The dust charging leads to interactions with the
surrounding plasma and charged dust particles are included through the charge neutrality
condition describing the plasma. The charged dust particles are further influenced by
electromagnetic forces and can be described as an additional ion component with a
different charge to mass ratio. In a more narrow sense, dusty plasma describes conditions
when the charged dust particles participate in the screening process rather than acting
as isolated particles. For dusty plasma according to this latter definition (Mendis &
Rosenberg 1994; Verheest 1996), the dust grain size, rd, inter-particle distance a and
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 2. Spectrum shown for size distributions with different power laws given in figure 18
in Appendix A. Shown here with the spectrum calculated for the average size for each respective
distribution. The number density of electrons is 5000 cm−3 and total number density for dust is
chosen as 2000 cm−3 of negative particles. The vertical lines show the spectral width of each
respective spectral line.

plasma Debye length, λ are such that rd � a < λ. This relation holds for the conditions in
the D-region ionosphere that we consider here (figures are shown in Appendix A).

3.2. Dust size distributions
The model can easily accommodate any size distribution of dust when calculating the
spectrum. Let us consider three power law distributions where the number density is
inversely proportional to the radius raised to the power of 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5; the number
densities are constrained to 2000 cm−3 (see figure 18 in Appendix A). We use geometric
size bins with the volume 1.6 times the previous size because this description is also used
in dust transport models (Megner et al. 2006). Figure 2 compares the spectra calculated
for the size distributions with those calculated with an average dust size. One can see that
assuming an average dust size, as was done by other authors, provides a good result for
steep size distributions (figure 2c) but fails to describe the spectra for a flatter dust size
distribution. Thus obtaining an average size from spectra that are strongly influenced by
the larger particles would overestimate the derived average size by a large amount.

3.3. Dust charge state
To investigate the influence of dust charge, we display the width of calculated spectra in
figure 3. All cases shown are for negative dust particles (for positive particles see figure 19
in Appendix A). Figure 3(a) shows that the width of the spectra for different dust sizes
and charge states 1 and 2 because the majority of dust in the D-region probably has small
charges states (Baumann et al. 2015). One can see that the width of the spectra does not
vary a lot with dust density for small particles, while the spectral width changes with
density for the larger dust particles. This change depends in addition on the charge state.
In 3(b) we show how the width changes for a 10 nm particle with several different charge
numbers. For small negative charge, the spectrum is broad for small dust densities and
then narrows. For charge states 5 and higher, the spectra are in general very narrow and
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 3. Spectral width (Hz) shown as a function of number density (cm−3) for negative dust
particles. In (a) several dust radii are shown for two different charge numbers Z where the red
lines show Z = 1 and black lines show Z = 2. In (b) we show the spectral width for 10 nm
particles for several charge numbers Z; (a) Zd = 1 and 2 for rd = 0.2, 1, 5, 7 and 10 nm and
(b) Zd = 1, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 15 for rd = 10 nm.

the width increases with dust density. We point out that the charge assumptions here are
made for illustration and a discussion of charging models is beyond the scope of this work.

3.4. Model limitations
We use this model approach to investigate the influence of dust at 60–100 km altitude
on the incoherent scatter. The model applies to a plasma that is collision dominated and
weakly ionized (Cho et al. 1998). The frequencies of collisions of the charged particles
with neutrals are high and any magnetic field effects as well as collisions between the
charged particles can be neglected. Because of the high neutral density and predominance
of collisions with neutrals, the temperatures of the different components can be considered
equal. If the dust density in this region is large enough, it can influence the surrounding
plasma and affect the spectra measured with radar.

4. Variation of the spectrum with ionospheric and dust parameters

We now investigate how the scatter spectrum depends on the dust properties and
atmospheric conditions. Our calculations are made for mesospheric conditions at the
location of the EISCAT VHF radar in Northern Norway (69.58◦ N and 19.23◦ E); they
also apply for the new EISCAT_3D system, because both locations are less than 50 km
apart. The MSPs are thought to reside at altitudes ranging in the D-region so we consider
altitudes from 60 to 100 km for which we need to assume typical values for electron
density, ion density and mean ion mass, neutral density and neutral temperature and their
variation with height and in a course of a year.

We assume the electron density given in the International Reference Ionosphere
(IRI2012) model (Bilitza 2001) and the neutral density and temperature obtained from the
MSISE model (NRLMSISE-00 Picone et al. 2002). For all calculations, the temperature
of each constituent is assumed equal to the neutral temperature, which is a good
approximation because the number densities of neutrals are high and therefore also their
collision rates with the other constitutes. In the following, we discuss how different
parameters influence the spectrum.
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FIGURE 4. The electron density (cm−3) above EISCAT location at noon (UTC) obtained
from the IRI model (Bilitza 2001). The colour scale gives electron number densities, lines
of constant number densities are superimposed with lowest line describing EISCAT VHF
approximate detection limit.

4.1. Electron background conditions
The number of electrons present at the altitudes in question is an important parameter
because it determines the strength of the signal and signal to noise ratio (SNR) and hence
accuracy and the quality of the measurements. To resolve plasma parameters, small SNRs
require a longer integration time, which on the other hand, is limited by the variation of
the ionosphere with time. To find typical values, we consider the electron density from
the IRI model (Bilitza 2001) at noon (UTC) for each day of the year of 2019, shown
in figure 4 at altitudes 65 to 100 km. UTC time was chosen due to variation in local
time between summer and winter and noon UTC time is quite close to the maximum
background electron density values during the day. The figure includes a few contour lines
describing equal electron densities. One can see that for most of the days, the electron
density below 85 km, is less than 109 m−3 or 1000 cm−3, which is a typical limit for studies
with the EISCAT VHF. The year 2019 for which we selected the parameters is close to
the solar minimum, so that we here consider the more challenging conditions of small
electron content in the D-region. It is important to note that chances to measure spectra
differ during disturbed conditions that occur for example during high solar activity. During
certain times, the number of free electrons can increase by several orders of magnitude
(Turunen 1993; Schlegel 1995) so that radar signals can be obtained from heights as low
as 60–70 km; as for instance, one study of the D-region spectrum mentioned above covered
heights of 70-92 km (Hansen et al. 1991).

4.2. Temperature and neutral density
The temperature and the density of the neutrals in the D-region vary considerably
throughout a year and with altitude and their influence on the spectrum is significant.
The global atmospheric circulation causes an up-welling of air at high latitudes during
summer and downward motion during winter in the mesosphere. As a result the densities
below 90 km are higher in summer and diminished in winter; and the motion is associated
with low temperatures in summer and warmer temperatures in winter. The temperature
variations at altitudes 60–100 km over one year are displayed in figure 5(a). These data
are from the IRI2012 model (Bilitza 2001) at noon UTC for the year 2019 at the EISCAT
VHF location. One can see a cold minimum during the summer months reaching down to
140 K and the warmer winter months with temperatures exceeding 200 K.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 5. Temperature from the IRI model (Bilitza 2001) for EISCAT location at noon
(UTC) and year 2019 on the left and corresponding variation of the spectrum at 85 km altitude
shown for the amplitude (blue line) and width (orange line) on the right.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 6. Neutral density from the NRLMISE-00 model for EISCAT location at noon
(UTC) and year 2019 on the left and corresponding variation of the spectrum at 85 km shown
with the spectral amplitudes (blue lines) and widths (orange lines) on the right calculated without
dust and including different charged dust components as explained in the text.

The variation of the incoherent scatter spectrum with these temperatures can be seen in
figure 5(b), which gives the corresponding variation of the spectral amplitude and width.
One can see that the spectral amplitude increases with decreasing temperature while the
width of the spectrum decreases. Increasing the temperature by for example 20◦ K reduces
the spectral width by approximately 16 Hz, which also shows how temperature estimates
influence the interpretation of the results.

Figure 6(a) shows the neutral density at 60–100 km altitude and noon UTC from the
NRLMSISE-00 model (Picone et al. 2002) during the year 2019. As can be seen, the
density strongly varies from winter to summer, especially for the lower altitudes by
almost a factor of 10 (not the log scale). An exception is the highest considered altitudes
(above 95 km ca.) where the density is lower during the summer months compared with
spring/autumn and a bit higher during the main winter months. Figure 6(b) shows the
variation of the calculated spectrum for those conditions. The spectral amplitude increases
with increasing neutral density. The spectral width initially increases with increasing
neutral density and then decreases. The increase in the width is only for very low
neutral density at the limit of our model calculations for summer conditions. For the
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 7. The variation of spectral amplitude (a) and spectral width (b) for different ion
masses and dust radii.

winter conditions the spectrum only narrows for increasing altitude and decreasing neutral
density.

4.3. Positive and negative ions
The composition of ions, both positive and negative, is more complicated in the
mesosphere. This is especially true for the altitudes below around 80 km where negative
ions start to appear. The inclusion of negative ions adds another complication to the
derivation of the spectrum. For one, the ions are negatively charged due to attachments
to electrons causing a depletion in the electron density, an important factor to have in
order to detect strong enough signals from radars. And secondly, the negative ions cause
a widening of the spectrum thus for spectrum calculations below 80 km the dust influence
would seem diminished due to negative ion presence. Thus, investigating the spectrum
below 80 km, is challenging both in terms of the observations as well as with regard to
interpretation of the results.

For comparison, the main ion components at 80–100 km are O2+ and NO+ (with some
variations during season). Since their masses are 30 and 32 amu respectively and their
electron recombination rates are also similar, the variation in the ions mass is not so
significant at these altitudes (see, e.g. Strelnikova et al. 2007; Friedrich et al. 2011). While
the presence of large positive ions, for example water clusters, would cause the mean value
of the positive ion mass to increase and influence the spectrum.

Figure 7(a) shows the change in the amplitude of the spectrum for dust radii ranging
from 0.2 to 10 nm and ion masses from 20 to 100 amu. One can see that for sizes of dust
up to around 5 nm the ion size does not influence the resulting spectrum but for larger
sizes of dust the spectrum becomes higher for the larger ion sizes (this is only including
positive ions). In figure 7(b) the changes in spectral width are shown for dust sizes 0.2 to
5 nm and for the same variation in the ion mass. Here, we can see that for small ion mass
the width is broader than for the largest sizes by approximately 15 Hz thus the largest ion
sizes would cause a narrowing in the spectrum compared with the smallest. And since the
main ion mass above 80 km is considered to lie in the 31 amu range we can see that at
lower altitudes where the ion mass might be larger since the composition is more complex
that the spectrum might be more narrow and interfere with the narrowing caused by the
dust particles. This is, however, mostly true for the smallest particles. For the largest dust
particles the width of the spectrum is less variable. In summary, we note that the change
in molecular compositions and resulting mean ion mass influences the spectrum, however,
to a smaller extent than the temperature does.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 8. The spectral amplitude (blue) and spectral width (red) for positive (dashed lines)
and negative (solid lines) dust particles with varying dust sizes shown in (a). Both negative and
positive dust have number density of 500 cm−3 in respective cases. In (b) the amplitude and
width is shown for varying dust sizes but the number density is kept such that the total mass for
each particle size is the same. The number density used for each dust size is shown in figure 21
in Appendix B.

4.4. Dust conditions
MSPs are thought to reside at altitudes around 60–100 km, with larger and fewer particles
at lower altitudes and more abundant and smaller particles higher up. There is a strong
indication that a fraction of the dust is electrically charged, and this portion of the dust
is the one that theoretically can be detected with radar backscatter. The most important
consideration in detecting the dust is the number of free electrons, too low density and
the signal detected by the radar will not exceed the noise level. Too high electron content
compared with the dust density and the dust will ‘disappear’ and thus not be detected. For
the current EISCAT radar a number density of 1e9 m−3 would be the absolute minimum for
a good enough signal. Now for the dust density, that too needs to be in adequate numbers
to be detected. Which we will examine here in more detail.

In order to investigate the distribution of MSPs in the atmosphere several authors have
used atmospheric modelling. The earlier models mainly made one-dimensional (1-D)
model calculations but thus disregarded the atmospheric circulation (Hunten et al. 1980;
Megner et al. 2006). The dust distributions on a global scale, were studied in 2-D models
that include the atmospheric circulation and some particle micro-physics. The results show
that dust distributions are different in the equatorial regions and at the high latitudes
(Bardeen et al. 2008; Megner et al. 2008).

These differences in the distribution result from the influence of the global atmospheric
circulation and the polar vortex at high latitudes which includes the EISCAT location
considered here. The absolute number densities differ between different models, but are
in a similar range as those obtained with the 1-D model, i.e. of the order of 1000 particles
cm−3 between mesopause and middle stratosphere (Hunten et al. 1980). For the discussion
here, we choose the number density model with largest variation between winter and
summer conditions which we take from Bardeen et al. (2008).

4.4.1. Dust size, number density and bulk density
The spectrum varies greatly with dust size and different combinations of dust sizes will

influence in a different way. In figure 8(a) the amplitude of the spectrum is shown for both
positive and negative dust particles with radii from between 0.2 and 10 nm. The number
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 9. Variation in the spectrum amplitude and width for two different bulk densities of
dust, 1000 and 9000 kg m−3 respectively. Dust number density kept at 500 cm−3 and electron
density at 5000 cm−3 while the positive ion density was varied to keep charge neutrality.
(a) Negative dust and (b) positive dust.

density for the positive dust and the negative dust was kept the same, at 500 cm−3, while
the electron and ion densities were varied to keep charge neutrality. For the negative dust
the electron density was 5000 cm−3 and the positive ion density was at 5500 cm−3. For the
positive dust the number densities for the electrons was the same and for the positive ions
the number density was at 4500 cm−3.

The figure indicates that the presence of positive dust has a larger influence on the
spectrum than negative dust; for both the amplitude and the width of the spectrum. This
results from both the charge neutrality condition we keep, making the positive ion density
lower by 1000 cm−3 compared with the negative dust case as well as the fact that positive
dust particles always cause a narrowing of the spectrum as while the negative dust causes
a broadening for dust particles smaller than approximately 1 nm. This can be seen in
figure 8(b). Here, the dust number density is varied for each size of dust so that the total
mass of dust used in the calculations is kept constant. Thus for 3 nm dust size the number
density is 1 cm−3 and this increases for decreasing size. The number densities used are
given in figure 21 in Appendix B. Here, we can clearly see that for equal mass the width of
the respective spectrum is narrowing for the positive dust while it is broadening for small
dust sizes and narrowing for increased size. In figure 20 in Appendix B we give a 3-D
figure for the variation of the spectrum with different dust size and densities.

As was previously mentioned the dust bulk density is unknown but has been suggested
to be approximately 2–3 g cm−3 by several authors (Hunten et al. 1980; Megner et al.
2006; Bardeen et al. 2008) and these are typical values for silicate particles. We choose
for the calculations 3 g cm−3 but the results are not so different for 2 g cm−3 as we will see
here. A larger variation in the density could occur if the particles have an irregular porous
structure. The spectrum equation (2.2) is dependent on the mass of the particles and to
calculate this we need to assume spherical particles of a certain mass density, the particles
are definitely not spherical but we assume the mass difference using this assumption is
negligible.

Comparison of spectrum calculations for bulk density 1 and 9 g cm−3 (1000 and
9000 kg m−3) for the dust particles is shown in figure 9 for both negative dust in (a) and
positive dust (b), showing that, for both the amplitude and the width of the spectrum, the
variation is very small for dust larger than 0.5 nm. The largest difference is for particles
smaller than 0.5 nm, however, the difference is at most a few Hz for the width and thus
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 10. Spectral amplitudes and widths for selected cases of dust sizes: density of negative
and positive dust particles is varied from 0 to 2000 cm−3 and 2000 to 0 cm−3, respectively.
(a) Spectral amplitude and (b) spectral width.

should not be influential in deriving the width from radar measurements except for cases
with a very large number of small dust particles since the difference is also dependent on
the number density of dust.

4.4.2. Amount of charged dust and charge balance
The amount of dust that is charged is a subject of debate and largely depends on the

charging model assumed. The results either conclude on approximately 6 % of the particles
being charged or close to 100 % (Rapp et al. 2007; Baumann et al. 2015; Plane, Feng &
Dawkins 2015). This, however, is highly unlikely since allowing all the dust to become
charged would in some cases remove all the free electrons from the D-region (Baumann
et al. 2015), which is especially true for the higher altitudes where the smallest dust sizes
are assumed to be most abundant and could equal the number of free electrons present
(Megner et al. 2006, 2008).

Now the positive and negatively charged dusts influence the spectrum in different ways.
This is due to the charge neutrality requirement we impose on the calculations, so that
increasing the amount of positive dust would either increase the number of electrons or
decrease the number of positive ions for example. In figure 10, the spectrum amplitude
and width are shown for varying number density of negative and positive dust particles.
So the electron density is kept constant and the dust particles are varied from 0 to 2000
particles cm−3 for negative dust and from 2000 to 0 cm−3 for the positive dust, so that
the total number density of charged dust is kept constant at 2000 cm−3 while the ratio of
number of negative particles to positive particles is varied.

One can see a stronger influence of the positive dust particles on the spectrum compared
with the negative dust particles. The larger dust more influences the amplitude while the
smaller dust particles influence the width and cause a narrowing of the spectrum. The
narrowing of the spectrum could be more easily noted in the spectrum, because most of
the other parameters broaden it.

We base our considerations of the influence of different number densities of charged
dust on results obtained by Baumann et al. (2015) who combined an ionospheric chemistry
model (Sodankylä Ion-Neutral Chemistry (SIC) model) and the MSP distribution
modelled by Megner et al. (2006) to study the influence of MSPs on the D-region charge
balance. They found large differences in the charging conditions between positive and
negative dust particles and strong diurnal variations. The negative particles showed a rather
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large number density during night at approximately 80–100 km due to effective electron
attachment. The positive dust particles were most abundant during daytime at low altitude
(55–75 km) and they were less abundant at night when they were located at higher altitude
(up to 90 km) (see figure 22). This distribution poses several problems.

First, the negative dust particles mainly occur during night when electron densities
are already low. Secondly, they form via electron attachment which further reduces the
electron density. Figure 4 displays the noon variation of electrons from a solar minimum
year and the electron density could be even further depleted in the presence of dust. From
this we conclude that observational studies during the night are difficult, because the
electron densities are low and therefore the SNR of observed spectra would not be optimal.
As discussed above, positive dust particles would reduce the width of the spectrum to
a larger degree than negative particles which could better be distinguished from the
influences of other parameters. The conditions leading to positive charging of dust are,
however, according to Baumann et al. (2015) best during the day at very low altitudes. The
dust particles tend to be larger at low altitudes, making the detection even more promising,
but the electron density is very low and even during the day often below the detection
limit. The number of positively and negatively charged MSPs increases with an increased
number of free electrons (Baumann et al. 2015) caused, for example, by incoming photons
or precipitating particles. Thus, a disturbed ionosphere with a high number density of
electrons during daytime at low altitudes would be optimal.

5. Variations of the spectrum during the day and during the year

To investigate in detail observation conditions above the EISCAT site, we first carry out
a case study regarding variation within 24 hours and then simulate spectra for ionospheric
parameters varying over a year.

5.1. Case study – September conditions
The dust size and density distributions in the mesosphere are determined by transport
and collisional growth in the neutral atmosphere (e.g. Hunten et al. 1980; Megner et al.
2006; Bardeen et al. 2008). The number of charged particles is determined by sunlight
and ionospheric conditions,including ion chemistry reactions as simulated in a model by
Baumann et al. (2015), which includes the dust distribution by Megner et al. (2006).

We take the combined results for these two models as input to simulate the incoherent
scatter spectrum. For comparison, we also simulate the spectrum in the absence of dust,
assuming the parameters from the same model calculations done by Baumann et al. (2015).
For the background parameters we use the NRLMISE-00 atmospheric model (Picone et al.
2002) for the temperature and neutral density for the same time period as the data from
Baumann et al. (2015), 24 h data for 7–8 of September 2010.

The calculated spectrum amplitude and width during these 24 hours are presented in
figure 11 using negative and positive dust densities (shown in figure 22 in Appendix B).
The dust particles were mostly negatively charged during the night and at high altitudes
and mostly positively charged at low altitudes during the day; some positively charged dust
is also found at higher altitude during night (figure 22). We calculated the spectra for these
dust parameters and compared the results with those obtained without dust.

Figure 11(a) displays the amplitudes relative to amplitude without dust and in (b) the
spectrum width for the no dust case is shown relative to the dust case. The strongest
influence on the amplitude and on the width can be seen at lower altitudes, mainly during
daytime. Here, the width seems to narrow much more for the dust case compared with
the no dust case, i.e. up to approximately 40 times. Thus conditions to detect charged
dust in this particular case would be best during the day and at altitudes of approximately
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 11. Spectrum amplitude ratio for dust to the no dust case shown in (a) and ratio of the
width in (b) for no dust to the dust case; using values from noon to midnight 7–8 September
2010. White area depicts times and altitudes when the electron density is much lower than the
dust density.

70–80 km. Looking at the ratio of positive dust to positive ions given in figure 24(b) there
are similarities in the altitude range and time for when the amplitude and width are very
influenced by the charged dust.

Note that the conditions below 80 km at night are not included in figure 11(b). This is
because the electron density is very low, up to 300 times lower than the negative dust
density, and hence the radar signal would be below the detection limit (see figure 24(a) in
Appendix B). The charged dust would make the spectrum very narrow, however, so this
time period could be considered for future radar observations if the electron density would
be sufficiently enhanced above the radar detection limit.

According to Baumann et al. (2015) the presence of dust changes the D-region charge
balance and the relative magnitude of each constituent present. Thus the data used here
for the dust case and the case without the dust do not correspond in electron density or the
amount of positive or negative ions. Thus, for radar observations it would be beneficial to
run similar model calculations on the charge state to get the most accurate results on the
relative narrowing of the spectrum.

5.2. Variation of the spectrum during the year
We now consider all parameters discussed above to investigate the variation of the
spectrum during a year. To calculate the spectra, we used two different dust size
distributions from Baumann et al. (2015): one at 80 km during the day (noon) where
positive and large dust particles are more abundant and one at 90 km where small and
negative particles are more abundant, the distributions are shown in figure 12. The total
number densities of the dust are from Bardeen et al. (2008) for average summer dust
number densities which are smaller than their average winter values. We assume that 6 %
of this total dust number density is charged with values used given in table 2. We then
calculate the spectrum for the altitudes 80 km and 90 km using model assumptions for
electron densities and relative ion composition from the IRI model (Bilitza 2001) (figure 4)
and the neutral density (figure 6) and temperature (figure 5) from the NRLMISE-00 model
(Picone et al. 2002).

First, we present calculations for 90 km altitude in figure 13, showing the amplitude
of the spectrum (panel a) and the width (panel b). We compare spectra with dust (red
dotted line) and without dust (the solid blue line). The electron density here is of order
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 12. Size distributions of negative and positive dust particles, further explained in the
text. (a) Dust number density in cm−3 at 80 km and (b) dust number density in cm−3 at 90 km.
The top panel shows negative dust and bottom panel shows positive dust.

80 km 90 km
Total 1.2733 × 104 4.1798 × 104

6 % 763.9866 2.5079 × 103

Negative dust 733.6855 2.5059 × 103

Positive dust 30.3011 1.9248

TABLE 2. Number densities (in cm−3) of dust used in calculations of figures 13, 14 and 15 in
§ 4.2 where we have used a total of 6 % of the total dust density as charged dust for both 80 km
and 90 km. The total number densities are from Bardeen et al. (2008), where we have used the
average number densities for these altitudes for summer conditions (approximate). Number of
negative dust vs. positive dust comes from the size distributions from Baumann et al. (2015) for
80 km and 90 km.

5000 cm−3 or more for most of the year (cf. figure 4) and therefore exceeds the total dust
number densities that we considered. One can see that the dust increases the width of
the spectrum. This is caused by the small dust particles that are largely dominant in the
assumed size distribution (see figure 8). The charge neutrality condition is also important
here, and we keep the electron density as given from the IRI model (Bilitza 2001) for the
year 2019, while we vary the positive ions to keep the charge neutrality due to the increased
negative dust particles.

Results for spectra at 80 km altitude are shown in figure 14. One can see that the
amplitudes are much higher in the case when dust is included, while the spectral width
is reduced. This is because the large dust particles included here lead to a more narrow
spectral width, as mentioned above. This result, however, describes a case that because
of low electron density cannot be observed, or at least not with the systems we are aware
of. For the sake of investigating the spectra, we now assume an enhanced electron density
(∼90 km) for otherwise 80 km conditions.

In such a case, the amplitude difference between the dust and no dust cases is largest
during the summer. The differences in the width of the spectra are most pronounced
during the winter while the summer spectra do not much differ between the cases
with and without dust where both spectral widths are quite narrow due to the cold
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 13. Amplitude and width for spectrum calculations for altitude of 90 km and a dust
number density shown in figure 12(a). (a) Spectrum amplitude and (b) spectrum width.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 14. Amplitude and width for spectrum calculations for altitude of 80 km and a dust
number density shown in figure 12(b). (a) Spectrum amplitude and (b) spectrum width.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 15. Amplitude and width for spectrum calculations for altitude of 80 km with electron
number density from 90 km and a dust number density shown in figure 12(a). (a) Spectrum
amplitude and (b) spectrum width.
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mesospheric temperatures. The presence of charged dust in both cases narrows the spectra
at 80 km and variations during the year are less pronounced than they are without dust.
The spectral width is approximately 20 % narrower during the winter months, which
corresponds well to the discrepancy found by Hansen et al. (1991) for similar altitudes
under enhanced electron density conditions.

Note that, during winter, the electron density in the IRI model (Bilitza 2001) fluctuates
from day to day and because of this all calculated parameters shown in the figures
fluctuate during the winter months, i.e. roughly the first and the last 90 days of the
year. The cyclic nature of the curves, easy to see in the red curve representing the no
dust scenario, can mainly be attributed to the background variations. For example, the
temperature being higher in the winter which produces a wider spectrum while a lower
temperature narrows the spectrum; this is also the case for the temperature minimum
of the summer mesosphere. The spectrum is also broader because of a typically higher
neutral and electron density during summer, which is due to up-welling of air at the
northern pole (polar vortex). We point out that investigations during summer at mid
and high latitude can be further complicated by the formation of strong coherent radar
echoes called polar mesospheric summer echoes (see e.g. Rapp & Lübken 2004) The
cold temperature in the mesosphere during the summer causes large ice particles to form
in the altitude range 80–90 km, using dust as condensation nuclei. These can become
charged and turbulence causes structures in these charged ice particle clouds that cause
large electron density gradients and subsequently powerful coherent radar echoes. The
presence of these coherent radar echoes would make it difficult to detect the much weaker
incoherent radar signal.

6. Summary and conclusions

We investigate the incoherent scatter from the D-region ionosphere taking into account
the influence of charged dust particles. The model is based on the previously used fluid
description of a weakly ionized plasma and charged dust (Cho et al. 1998). In our
calculations we include dust particles with a size distribution and, different from previous
works, we include also different charge states of the dust. We show that the charge number
has a strong influence on the spectra for large particle radii. However, based on present
understanding of the dust charging in the ionosphere, we expect the dust particles to be
typically singly or at best doubly charged; in this case the differences are not so strong for
particles in the smaller size range, which are the dominant sizes in the D-region, excluding
conditions favouring ice particle formation in the summer mesopause.

While the backscatter cross-section does not change with the charge polarity of the dust,
we find that the spectra strongly differ between the positively and negatively charged dust
particles. This is because they contribute in different ways to the charge balance. Positive
dust particles are easier to detect because they are associated with a decrease in the ion
component. The lack of ions narrows the spectrum so that the influence of the charged
dust becomes more apparent.

We discuss the dusty plasma conditions and show that it is valid in the D-region
ionosphere for all conditions we considered here. We find, however, that it is hard to derive
information on charged dust from observed spectra for a number of reasons.

We consider the conditions at the EISCAT VHF radar with 224 MHz transmit frequency
and find that the spectrum can narrow due to the presence of dust by up to 50 Hz
(HWHM). The positive dust particles influence the spectrum more strongly than negative
dust particles and we find high dust number density to be quite important. Models predict
higher numbers of large positive dust particles during the day at lower altitudes as opposed
to during the night (Baumann et al. 2015).
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Conditions are more favourable for dust detection during the winter compared
with summer conditions, mainly because in the winter mesosphere we expect higher
temperature, lower neutral density and higher dust number density (Megner et al. 2006).
The electron density during observations needs to be high enough so that the SNR of
the measurements is sufficient to analyse the spectra. This latter requirement is somewhat
in contradiction to the best spectra being expected at low altitude. A target condition to
search for dust signatures in the spectra is therefore during special ionospheric conditions
when the electron content is large below 80 km. We will consider these results to choose
the most suitable observational data and observation conditions in future work.

In summary we see that the spectra depend on a number of different parameters. It would
therefore be helpful to derive some parameters independently from other observations
along with any radar measurements in order to accurately determine the spectrum and
distinguish the dust signatures from those of the other parameters.

Both the temperature and the density of the neutral atmosphere can influence the
spectrum in various ways. Temperatures vary a lot throughout a year and also locally
and with height; a 20 K temperature change can alter the width of the spectrum by
almost 20 Hz. Independent temperature and neutral density observations can be made
using LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging, cf. Nozava et al. 2014). Additional electron
density measurements can be made using ionosondes. In situ observations with rockets
can provide independent information at a given time and location on the charge and size
distributions of dust, on the neutral density and on the neutral temperature.

To carry out this study, we have developed a code to calculate the incoherent scatter
spectrum, including a set of size bins for charged dust particles; different from and
extended from previous codes, we include dust components with different charge numbers.
The code is open access at the repository of UiT, Arctic University of Norway (see
Appendix C).
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Appendix A. Dusty plasma conditions

(a) (b)

FIGURE 16. The figures show dust sizes, mean distance between plasma particles a and plasma
Debye length λ for conditions used in the case studies for September conditions in (a) and two
days in 2019 (b). One can see that the relation rd � a < λ is always valid. It would hold even for
large particles up to 100 nm. We approximate a ∝ N−1/3

e .

FIGURE 17. Spectral width (Hz) shown as a function of number density (cm−3) for positive dust
particles with two different charge numbers. Charge number Z = 1 is shown in red and Z = 2 is
shown in black.
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 18. Dust size distributions with three different power laws, r−0.5, r−1.5 and r−2.5, each
with a total number density of 2000 cm−3. The average size is marked in the histograms in red.
We choose 20 size bins that are calculated from the initial size of 0.2 nm using a geometric
distribution as the one used by Megner et al. (2006).

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 19. Spectrum shown for size distributions with different power laws given in figure 18.
Shown here with the spectrum calculated for the average size for each respective distribution.
The number density of electrons is 5000 cm−3 and total number density for dust is chosen as
2000 cm−3 of positive particles.

Appendix B. Supporting figures on D-region conditions

The spectrum varies with dust size but also the amount of dust for each size. Since we
do not have an adequate amount of information on what size distributions we could expect
at each time, we can get a closer look at how the spectrum varies for a certain dust size
and with number densities. In figure 20 we show the amplitude and width of the spectrum
for positive and negative dust and how each size varies with a respective number density.
For negative dust, the amplitude and width in (a) and (b) are similar to the amplitude and
width of the positive particles. The amplitude is higher for positive dust, especially for
large sizes, and the width is broader for negative dust in the smaller size regime. Both
positive and negative dust show a narrower spectrum for larger dust sizes. The negative
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(a) (b)

(c) (d )

FIGURE 20. Spectral amplitudes and widths calculated for negative and positive dust particles,
respectively, as a function of dust radius with radii ranging from 0.4 to 5 nm (horizontal axes)
and as function of dust number densities from 50 to 2000 cm−3 given on the vertical axes.
(a) Negative dust – amplitude, (b) negative dust – width, (c) positive dust – amplitude and
(d) positive dust –width.

FIGURE 21. Dust number density in cm−3 used in figure 8.

particles also show that the widest spectrum happens for the smallest sizes and largest
number densities. Both positive and negative particles show that, for vary small number
densities, the spectrum is at its widest. This is interesting to note since for large dust sizes
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 22. Number densities of charged dust for conditions from noon to midnight 7–8
September 2010; these are used for the model calculations presented in § 5.1 (from Baumann
et al. (2015), courtesy of the author). (a) Negative dust density cm−3 and (b) positive dust density
cm−3.

FIGURE 23. Spectrum width ratio calculated for the parameters used in the case study from
§ 5.1 where the smallest electron densities are included as well. Here, the ratio is the spectral
width for the no dust case to the spectral width for included dust.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 24. Ratio of the negative dust to electrons on the left and positive dust to positive ions
on the right. Data from Megner et al. (2006) and Baumann et al. (2015) used in § 5.1.
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the number density will most likely always be very small and thus its contribution to the
narrowing of the spectrum is large even for just a few particles.

Dust number density for different sizes is shown in figure 21 where the total mass has
been assumed the same regardless of size and the particles assumed to be spherical and
have bulk density of 3000 kg m−3 and we choose the total mass to be the same as 1 particle
of 3 nm size.

Number densities used in § 5.1 are shown in figure 22 with negative dust number
densities on the left and positive dust number densities on the right. These data are from
Baumann et al. (2015) and are courtesy of C. Baumann.

We include all the spectrum amplitudes, as well as those that are very low and have
almost no electron density present, in figure 23, where we can see large narrowing in
the spectrum during night for altitudes 70 to 80 km. This case, however, has electron
densities almost 300 times smaller than the negative number density, as can be seen in
figure 24(a), where we show the ratio of the negative dust particles to the electron density.
The ratio of positive dust to positive ions is shown in (b) with the areas of largest difference
corresponding well with areas of largest narrowing of the spectrum width shown in § 5.1.

Appendix C. Code

We have developed a code to calculate the incoherent scatter spectrum including a set
of size bins for charged dust particles. The code is written in MATLAB. It was developed
based on previous codes by Strelnikova (2009) and Teiser (2013) and includes, in addition
to those previous codes, dust components with different charge numbers. The code is open
access at the repository of UiT, Arctic University of Norway. It can be found at: https://
doi.org/10.18710/GHZIIY.
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Abstract. Polar mesospheric summer echo (PMSE) forma-
tion is linked to charged dust/ice particles in the meso-
sphere. We investigate the modulation of PMSEs with ra-
dio waves based on measurements with EISCAT VHF radar
and EISCAT heating facility during low solar illumination.
The measurements were made in August 2018 and 2020
around 20:02 UT. Heating was operated in cycles with inter-
vals of 48 s on and 168 s off. More than half of the observed
heating cycles show a PMSE modulation with a decrease
in PMSE when the heater is on and an increase when it is
switched off again. The PMSE often increases beyond its ini-
tial strength. Less than half of the observed modulations have
such an overshoot. The overshoots are small or nonexistent
at strong PMSE, and they are not observed when the iono-
sphere is influenced by particle precipitation. We observe
instances of very large overshoots at weak PMSE. PMSE
modulation varies strongly from one cycle to the next, being
highly variable on spatial scales smaller than a kilometer and
timescales shorter than the timescales assumed for the varia-
tion in dust parameters. Average curves over several heating
cycles are similar to the overshoot curves predicted by the-
ory and observed previously. Some of the individual curves
show stronger overshoots than reported in previous studies,
and they exceed the values predicted by theory. A possible
explanation is that the dust-charging conditions are different
either because of the reduced solar illumination around mid-
night or because of long-term changes in ice particles in the

mesosphere. We conclude that it is not possible to reliably de-
rive the dust-charging parameters from the observed PMSE
modulations.

1 Introduction

Polar mesospheric summer echoes (PMSEs) are strong, co-
herent radar echoes observed from altitudes of 80 to 90 km
at high and middle latitudes during the summer. It was first
noted in the 1970s that these coherent radar echoes were
unusually strong (Ecklund and Balsley, 1981; Czechowsky
et al., 1979) and that they originate from the height of the ex-
treme temperature minimum around the mesopause that oc-
curs at high and middle latitudes in the summer months (Eck-
lund and Balsley, 1981). Later, the echoes were observed
from various locations using radars with frequencies ranging
from 50 MHz–1.3 GHz (Cho and Röttger, 1997). The PMSE
is observed from mid-May to the end of August in the North-
ern Hemisphere, with the main occurrence during local noon
(Latteck et al., 2021).

The observed reflection of the radio waves results from
strong variations in the electron density and, thus, the re-
fractive index. The echoes are strong as the backscattered
radio waves interfere constructively when the distance be-
tween the scattering centers is half the radar wavelength,
called the Bragg condition. Scattering at the Bragg condition
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is typically caused by neutral turbulence in the atmosphere.
PMSEs arise from a combination of neutral turbulence and
the presence of charged ice particles that form near the cold
mesopause and influence the electron distribution; the pres-
ence of these ice particles expands the Bragg scales for which
the echoes are observed (Rapp and Lübken, 2004). The spa-
tial distribution of the ice particles at these altitudes is influ-
enced by the complex neutral atmosphere dynamics caused
by the upward-propagating gravity waves. It can also be seen
in the structure of noctilucent clouds (NLCs) (Dalin et al.,
2004).

The region of PMSE occurrence overlaps with that of
NLCs, which is an optical manifestation of these ice parti-
cles. Temperature studies of the summer Arctic mesosphere
suggest that both phenomena are temperature controlled
and occur at temperatures of 150 K and lower around the
mesopause (Lübken, 1999), where water ice particles can
form. Since 2007, water ice particles have also been observed
by satellites in so-called polar mesospheric clouds (PMCs);
the optical properties of water ice explain the measured cloud
extinctions with inclusions of smaller meteoric smoke parti-
cles (Hervig et al., 2012). The meteoric smoke particles are
nanometer-sized dust particles that form from ablated me-
teoric material in the altitude range 70–110 km (Rosinski
and Snow, 1961; Hunten et al., 1980; Megner et al., 2006).
The satellite observations also support the existing hypoth-
esis that the ice particles are formed by heterogeneous con-
densation, which has recently been supported by a study that
applies a new theoretical condensation model (Tanaka et al.,
2022). The surface charging of dust particles, be it meteorite
smoke, ice particles, or a mixture of both, is a necessary pro-
cess that influences the growth of ice particles and, at the
same time, gives clues to their size and composition (Rapp
and Thomas, 2006). The dust can, for example, become neg-
atively charged from electron attachment in the PMSE al-
titude range. This is indicated by rocket measurements of
so-called electron “bite-outs” (depletion in electron density),
where PMSE is present (Rapp and Lübken, 2004, and refer-
ences therein).

Previous studies have shown that the modulation of PM-
SEs during artificial heating with high-frequency (HF) ra-
dio waves could be used to study the underlying plasma and
dust particles (Biebricher et al., 2006; Mahmoudian et al.,
2011, 2020). During such heating experiments, the electron
temperature is locally and temporarily enhanced (Rietveld
et al., 1993); Chilson et al. (2000) first noticed that PM-
SEs can be modulated during such heating. The PMSE of-
ten almost disappears when the heater is turned on and then
returns when the heater is turned off again. It is assumed
that the increased electron temperature during heating and
the resulting increased diffusion reduces the fluctuations in
the electron density and thus the PMSE power (Rapp and
Lübken, 2000). Havnes (2004) found that with an adequate
on/off time of the heater, a so-called overshoot characteris-
tic curve could be generated, in which the PMSE power did

not return to the original value after heating but exceeded
it. Such overshoot curves have been observed in many si-
multaneous radar and heating studies of PMSE made with
EISCAT. The overshoot curves have also been observed for
some polar mesospheric winter echoes (PMWEs) (Kavanagh
et al., 2006; Belova et al., 2008; Havnes et al., 2011). Most
PMWEs do not appear to be associated with the presence
of dust (Latteck et al., 2021). Still, those showing overshoots
are more likely related to the presence of small dust particles,
possibly meteoric smoke.

With this work, we want to investigate whether and how
the PMSE modulation during heating can be used for sys-
tematic investigations of the charged dust component. We
present observational studies of PMSE with the EISCAT
VHF radar during four VHF/heating campaigns, which are
all done in August during twilight or night conditions. This
is the first systematic investigation of PMSE modulation un-
der reduced sunlight conditions and toward the end of the
PMSE season.

The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows.
First, Sect. 2 introduces the PMSE modulation during heat-
ing and the overshoot effect. Section 3 describes the ex-
periments we performed, including the radar and heating
parameters, and gives an overview of the observational re-
sults. Then a discussion of the PMSE modulation is given in
Sect. 4, where we first discuss the cases of quiet ionospheric
conditions and of an ionosphere that is moderately influenced
by energetic particle precipitation; we then give an overview
of the observed PMSE modulation. We make a comparison
with a model calculation and discuss the overall outcome. A
short conclusion is given in Sect. 5, and additional informa-
tion on observational data is provided in Appendix A and the
Supplement.

2 PMSE and heating

The EISCAT heating facility transmits high-frequency radio
waves of high power into the atmosphere (Rietveld et al.,
1993). Electron oscillations associated with wave absorption
translate into thermal motion, heating the electron compo-
nent while the other plasma components keep their initial
temperature. As mentioned above, it was found that this ac-
tive heating influences the PMSE signal. During the experi-
ments, the heating is switched on and off in pre-defined time
intervals (48 s on and 168 s off). The PMSEs are simultane-
ously observed with the EISCAT radar. The time variation of
the observed PMSE power is sketched in Fig. 1 to illustrate
the observed phases of the PMSE heating cycle and the often
seen overshoot curve: decline, heating phase, recovery/over-
shoot, and relaxation.

The amplitudes (R0, R1, R2, R3, and R4) marked in Fig. 1
will be considered in our analysis of the observations below,
where R4 is then the start (R0) of the next subsequent cy-
cle. We follow previous studies (e.g. Havnes et al., 2015) and
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Figure 1. Sketch of the PMSE modulation due to HF heating in
a typical overshoot curve; the power amplitudes during different
times of the heating cycle are defined.

refer to the curves that describe the measured PMSE during
one heating cycle (on and off time) as overshoot curves.

2.1 Decline

R0→R1: As the heater is switched on at R0, the power ef-
fectively falls off instantaneously (depending on the radar
frequency used) (Havnes, 2004). The backscattered power
drops as the heating enhances the electron temperature and,
consequently, the electron diffusivity so that the large elec-
tron density gradients are reduced. Therefore, the backscatter
is less efficient (Rapp and Lübken, 2000).

2.2 Heating

R1→R2: During the heater-on phase from R1 and R2, there
are some variations in the power amplitude. Because of the
higher electron temperature, the charging electron flux on the
dust particles increases during the heater-on period, and often
an increase in the power can be seen. The charging timescales
become shorter and compete more with the faster electron
diffusion (Mahmoudian et al., 2011).

2.3 Recovery/overshoot

R2→R3: The power then increases when the heater is
switched off (recovery), and in many cases, the power rises
above the previous undisturbed level (overshoot). The elec-
tron temperature drops quickly to the initial value before the
heater is on due to the highly collisional regime at these al-
titudes. The dust particles carry a higher charge than before
and repel the electrons more strongly. The electrons follow
the ion diffusivity, and as a result, the electron density gradi-
ents become larger. This causes the backscatter to be larger,
creating an overshoot in power.

2.4 Relaxation

R3→R4: Now the power relaxes back to the previous undis-
turbed level, with a varying relaxation time depending on the
conditions. With a long relaxation time, new and undisturbed
plasma can enter the radar beam, or the dust present has time
to discharge (Havnes, 2004).

3 Observations

We first describe the overall observation conditions, radar op-
erations, and radar analysis, and then we present an overview
of the data.

3.1 Overall observation conditions

The presented observations were carried out during the
“Mesoclouds 2018” and “Mesoclouds 2020” campaigns in
collaboration with UiT Tromsø and IRF Kiruna. The EIS-
CAT VHF radar and the EISCAT heating facility are located
in Ramfjord near Tromsø, Norway (69.59◦ N, 19.23◦ E). The
observations were made on 11/12 and 15/16 August 2018 and
5/6 and 6/7 August 2020, during the night between 20:00 and
02:00 UT. These observations thus represent dusk and night
conditions with reduced influence of sunlight on the observa-
tional volume compared to other observations, mainly done
around noon in June and July.

The solar zenith angles during the observations are in the
range of 88–97◦. PMSEs at 80–90 km altitude are still sun-
lit but to a lesser extent for most of the previous PMSE ob-
servations. To estimate the difference, we compare the solar
illumination at the time of our 15 August (2018) observa-
tions to those of the summer solstice in the same year. We
derive the solar UV flux by calculating the absorption of the
solar UV flux by O2 along its path through the atmosphere
(described by Giono et al., 2018). We use solar Lyman-α
line (121.56 nm) flux from the SOLSTICE instrument on the
SORCE satellite (https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/sorce/data/
ssi-data/, last access: 27 February 2020) and O2 densities
from the NRLMSISE-00 atmosphere model (Hedin, 1991)
for the location of the EISCAT VHF radar. We estimate that
the solar photon flux in August at PMSE altitudes is reduced
by at least 1 order of magnitude compared to noon conditions
in June, as seen in Fig. 2. This translates to a reduced photoe-
mission current by an order of magnitude. It thus influences
the dust-charging conditions since the photoemission current
is proportional to the photon flux (Mahmoudian et al., 2018).

Simultaneous optical measurements of NLCs were done
using two cameras located at Kiruna and Nikkaluokta, Swe-
den (about 200 km south of Tromsø). There was, however,
no NLC observation above the radar site, mainly because
of weather conditions. During the night of 15/16 August,
faint NLCs were observed from Kiruna close to the horizon,
approximately above Andøya, i.e., more westward than the
EISCAT site. Figure 3a and b shows the temperature profiles
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Figure 2. Estimated photon flux for the Lyman-α line for 21 June
at 12:00 h (UT) and 15 August at 22:00 and 24:00 h (UT) at 85 km
altitude. Solar zenith angles used in the estimation included in the
label are from the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model
(2016).

(blue line) as measured by the Aura satellite and frost-point
temperature profiles (green line) estimated using the Aura
water vapor data (both the temperature and water vapor were
measured with the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) instru-
ment). The height ranges in which the temperature is lower
than the frost-point temperature indicate the regions where
ice particles can form. This gives a good indication of the
conditions present in the atmosphere, showing that the tem-
peratures are cold enough to facilitate ice particle formation
at PMSE altitudes. However, there could be variations due
to the spatial and temporal differences between the measure-
ments that must be kept in mind. These measurement points
were the closest in time and space to the PMSE observations;
the horizontal distance to Tromsø is about 490 km in Fig. 3a
and about 293 km in Fig. 3b.

3.2 Radar operation and data analysis

The radar observations were made in the zenith direction
with the EISCAT VHF (224 MHz) antennas near Tromsø
(69.59◦ N, 19.23◦ E). The radar code used was Manda, and
reference to EISCAT documentation (Tjulin, 2017) and radar
and heating system parameters are given in Table 1. The EIS-
CAT heating facility (Rietveld et al., 1993, 2016) was op-
erated with a vertical beam at 5.423 MHz with a nominal
80 kW per transmitter, which corresponds to effective radi-
ated power (ERP) in the range between 500 and 580 MW,
and X-mode polarization was used with a sequence of 48 s
on and 168 s off. The vertical extension of the heater beam
extends far beyond the region covered by the radar. Given
that the vertical winds and velocity fluctuations of the PMSE
observed with EISCAT VHF are within a few meters per sec-
ond and horizontal winds possibly a few tens of meters per

second (Strelnikova and Rapp, 2011), the radar at all times
measures PMSEs that are influenced by the heating.

A standard incoherent scatter analysis, GUISDAP (Lehti-
nen and Huuskonen, 1996), was used to derive the radar data
products. It provides the electron density derived from the
incoherent scatter spectrum assuming that the electron and
ion temperatures are equal (which they are not when the
heater is on). The backscatter cross section is proportional
to 1/(1+ Te/Ti+α

2) as is shown by Pinedo et al. (2014),
indicating that when the heater is turned on, Te increases and
consequently the backscattered power decreases. The actual
electron density is assumed to be not affected, so we use
the unit of equivalent electron density as was done previ-
ously for observations of polar mesospheric winter echoes
(PMWEs) (Kavanagh et al., 2006; Belova et al., 2008) and
PMSEs (Mann et al., 2016). The post-experiment integration
time used throughout this analysis was 24 s for computational
reasons except for one of the observations when we compare
with simulations. A resolution of 4.8 s was used. We found
that choosing a higher time resolution for the overall discus-
sion did not result in additional information.

3.3 Overview of observations

The observations were made from 20:00 to 02:00 UT on four
nights in August 2018 and 2020. The observations are dis-
played in Fig. 4 and shown for the entire period with alti-
tudes from 80–110 km, hence including PMSE and the con-
ditions of the surrounding ionosphere. White vertical areas
are observation gaps due to operational problems. We iden-
tified interesting measurement intervals in each data set we
considered for analysis. A closer look at each area is given
in the Supplement, and an overview of the time and altitude
range of the areas is shown in Table A1 in the Appendix A.

3.4 Observation 1: the 11/12 August 2018

PMSE was observed until around 01:30 UT. One can see that
the electron densities above and partly below the PMSE are
high, showing the typical appearance of particle precipita-
tion. In area 1, the precipitation is strong, and enhanced elec-
tron density was observed as low as 80 km, well below the
PMSE layer. We considered the following.

– Area 1: PMSE with strong precipitation in the altitude
range 83.4–85.6 km from 21:36 UT, lasting about 20
heater cycles;

– Area 2: high-altitude and long-lived PMSE layer ex-
tending from 86.3–90 km during about 40 heater cycles,
starting from 23:06 UT with some precipitation;

– Area 3: low-altitude PMSE at 83.4–86.4 km from
00:00 UT lasting about 30 heater cycles with some pre-
cipitation at the end of the layer.
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Figure 3. Temperature profiles (blue line) as measured by the Aura satellite at 12 and 16 August 2018 and frost-point temperature profiles
(green line) estimated using the Aura water vapor data. Latitude and longitude of the measurement points are given in the figures by φ and λ
respectively.

Table 1. Parameters for EISCAT VHF radar operation and EISCAT heating facility. Half of the VHF antenna is used for transmitting, and
the entire antenna is used for receiving (beamwidth adjusted accordingly).

EISCAT VHF

Frequency 224.4 MHz Resolution in range 360 m
Wavelength 1.34 m System temperature 240–370 K
Transmitter peak power 1.5 MW Antenna gain 43 dBi
Radar code Manda Half-power beamwidth 1(2)× 2.4× 1.7◦

EISCAT heating facility

Frequency 5.423 MHz On time 48 s
Beamwidth 7◦ Off time 169 s

3.5 Observation 2: the 15/16 August 2018

PMSE was observed before midnight and then again at
02:00 UT. at the end of the measurements. The first observed
PMSE (area 1) seems to be not influenced by precipitation.
The PMSE observed later (areas 2 and 3) are influenced by
moderate precipitation. Modulation is seen in the backscat-
tered power of the lightly ionized portion of the ionosphere
from 90–110 km, which can be seen around 20:00–21:00 UT.
We considered the following.

– Area 1: high-altitude weak PMSE observed around
20:30 UT at 88–90 km;

– Area 2: PMSE observed from 20:50 to 21:50 UT at 86–
88 km, in parts influenced by precipitation;

– Area 3: PMSE from 22:00 UT influenced by moderate
precipitation extending over altitudes 83.4–87.8 km dur-
ing about 30 heater cycles.

3.6 Observation 3: the 5/6 August 2020

PMSE was observed only before midnight. Some observa-
tions (areas 1 and 2) show no apparent influence of precipita-
tion. Before the start of area 1, there is PMSE present. How-
ever, this is not included in the analysis due to (most likely)
direct interference from the heater caused by arcing, which
can be seen as vertical lines extending through all altitudes.
For completeness, we also consider area 3, which displays a
layered structure and is influenced by the heating. The height
and the shape suggest, however, that this is not PMSE but
rather a sporadic E layer. We considered the following.

– Area 1: strong PMSE in the absence of apparent precip-
itation for about 1 h from 21:30 UT at 82–88 km;

– Area 2: PMSE at 83–87 km in the absence of apparent
precipitation between 22:50 and 23:50 UT;

– Area 3: structure observed above 90 km from 22:45 UT
consistent with a sporadic E layer; not included in anal-
ysis.
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Figure 4. Overview of all four observation days with time intervals and dates given in each respective figure.
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Figure 5. Backscattered power as a function of altitude and heating intervals observed during the night of 5/6 August 2020, in area 2.

3.7 Observation 4: the 6/7 August 2020

From the fourth observation, we see a low-altitude PMSE
layer only slightly influenced by precipitation, a second layer
at high altitude influenced by heating that also might be a
sporadic E layer, and a third area extending over a long pe-
riod in time and many altitudes that do not seem to be influ-
enced by particle precipitation. We considered the following.

– Area 1: a long interval of PMSE between 81–88 km
partly in the quiet ionosphere and partly influenced by
precipitation;

– Area 2: sporadic E layer above PMSE height; not in-
cluded in analysis;

– Area 3: a weak PMSE with little apparent precipitation
for about 1 h from 21:30 UT at 82–88 km.

We find, in general, that the overshoot effect disappears
in the presence of strong or moderate precipitation, as seen
in the 15/16 August 2018 observation in Fig. 4. This is bet-
ter illustrated in the figures given in the Supplement, where
each area is enhanced. At the beginning of the observation
campaign on 15/16 August 2018 (area 1), a weak PMSE de-
veloped under very quiet ionospheric conditions. The echoes
are only weakly enhanced in comparison to surrounding ar-
eas, the backscattered power is reduced during heating, and
an overshoot is also observed (see Fig. S4).

4 Observed PMSE modulation

First, we discuss two selected cases, one with little or no par-
ticle precipitation and one with moderate precipitation. Then
we summarize the heating effect and overshoots visible in all
the observations, and we discuss these findings in the context
of previous observations. Finally, we compare a selected case
with simulations of the overshoot cycle and discuss what in-
formation we can gain from modulating PMSE with heating.

4.1 PMSE modulation under quiet ionospheric
conditions

To discuss PMSE modulation under quiet ionospheric con-
ditions, we chose an area with no apparent energetic particle
precipitation; we consider area 2 from the 5/6 August 2020
observation (Fig. 4c). The overshoot curves can be assessed
using the overall power plot shown in Fig. 5. The beginnings
of new heating cycles are marked with dashed lines when the
heater is turned on. The dotted line indicates the time when
the heater is turned off again. In many cases, the PMSE signal
changes at the heater on and off times and during the cycles
themselves. The PMSE layer lies within the altitude range of
83–87 km with a maximum extension of 2 km at its widest.
There are clear indications of reduced PMSE power when the
heater is on; in many cases, we can see clear overshoots.

In Fig. 6, we have selected two altitude sections for a
closer look, altitude 85.2 and 85.6 km, where we can see
overshoots in many of the cycles. In general, the overshoots
are relatively large, with some an order of magnitude larger
than the pre-heater value and with some showing no appar-
ent increase in the PMSE power after the heater is turned
off. This seems especially true for the top altitude where the
PMSE power is at its highest, the lower height has a some-
what lesser PMSE power, and more overshoots are visible.
The decline is visible in many of the cycles and is very strong
for cycles 40–47. One can also see that characteristics of de-
cline and overshoot often change between adjacent heating
cycles and height intervals, e.g., in heating cycle 41.

For a closer investigation, we describe the ratios of the am-
plitudes during the different phases of the heating cycle. The
different power amplitudes are marked in the overall sketch
given in Fig. 1. The different amplitudes observed during the
heating cycles are plotted in Fig. 7, where the amplitude ra-
tios are considered. We find that during most heating cycles,
the signal drops when the heating is switched on (decline
R1<R0, Fig. 7a).
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Figure 6. Backscattered power at altitude 85.2 km (b) and 85.6 km (a) and heating intervals observed during the night of 5/6 August 2020 in
area 2. The color of the dots follows the color scale of Fig. 5.

We assume that the observed signals are PMSE when
R0> 1010.5 (which corresponds to around 3.16× 1010; Ul-
lah et al., 2019), and one can see that in most cases that do
not meet this requirement; there is no PMSE modulation vis-
ible. However, as we will see later, this condition removes
a few instances of low-power modulated PMSE with large
overshoots. The same can be said for the green points that
show a decline but are below the threshold. They could be
showing a decline but also be noise due to random fluctua-
tions from the two measurement points.

The ratio of the amplitudes R0 and R3 describes an over-
shoot (R0<R3), and this comparison shows that overshoots
and undershoots are equally abundant, independent of the
signal strength (Fig. 7b). Comparing the signals at the be-
ginning of subsequent cycles (Fig. 7c) shows no trend and
a broad range of values which suggests variation either due
to ionospheric conditions or due to neutral turbulence (rather
than dust).

One can see in Fig. 7d that for strong signals the ampli-
tude stays constant or decreases slightly during the heater-
on phase. The change in amplitude during the heating can
indicate the charging process of the dust particles, where
the faster timescale of diffusion or dust charging dom-
inates (Mahmoudian et al., 2011). According to Havnes
et al. (2015), large PMSE structures can cause the diffu-
sion timescale to be longer and, consequently, have a quicker
and larger increase in power during the heater-on phase. The
comparison of R2 and R3 in Fig. 7e describes to what extent
the signal increases again when the heater is switched off.
This increase is seen in most cases except for the small am-

plitudes, which might be either low-power PMSE or random
fluctuations.

Finally, in Fig. 7f, the ratio of R3 and R4 describes the sig-
nal after the heater is switched off (relaxation). One can see a
broad scatter symmetrically around the diagonal, indicating
that the natural variations in the PMSE power are dominant.
Any relaxation after heating is difficult to discern from this
since their contribution could disappear due to a significant
background increase in PMSE power. This is due to the con-
siderable period between the two points (168 s), which ac-
cording to Havnes (2004), is enough time for the ionosphere
to change or dust to become discharged, whereas 48 s used
for the on time is not.

We compile these results in histograms of the amplitude
ratios (Fig. 8). The histograms contain only cycles with a
value R0> 1010.5 of the PMSE amplitude before the heater is
turned off to only include those with PMSE and exclude the
cycles that contain noise or are mostly noise. We only include
those cycles that show a decline due to heating in all the his-
tograms. In Fig. 8a, we see that 55 % of the ratios are smaller
than 1 and thus show a decline (affected by the heater) and
that the average value of those ratios that are below 1 is 0.72.
This is a reduction of 28 % of the pre-heater value on aver-
age when the heater is turned on. We have the overshoot in
Fig. 8b. Only 10 % of the cycles show an overshoot with an
average value of 0.44. Even though there are not many over-
shoots for this observation, those observed show an average
reduction of more than half, indicating very large overshoots.
Figure 8c shows that most (95 %) of the observations show
a decrease in power while the heater is on. Figure 8d shows
that 66 % of the cycles show an increase in power when the
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Figure 7. Comparison of the power amplitudes observed on 5/6 August 2020, area 2.

heater turns off, which is similar to the number of cycles that
show a power reduction when the heater is turned on. Then
in Fig. 8e, we see a general increase in power from cycle to
cycle. Thus a general decrease to pre-heater value cannot be
determined, most likely due to increasing background PMSE
dominating the signal and the histogram, where 87 % of the
cycles show an increase in power in subsequent cycles. This
can be related to why we see so few overshoots in this ob-
servation, and that increase in PMSE power is significant for

many of the cycles. The overshoot disappears due to back-
ground variations.

4.2 PMSE modulation during moderate particle
precipitation

Conditions with moderate particle precipitation are observed
in area 2 of the observation from 15/16 August 2018 (see
Fig. 4b). The overall power plot is shown in Fig. 9. As dis-
cussed above, some heating intervals have noticeably very
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Figure 8. Average of (a) decline, (b) overshoot, (c) heating, (d) recovery, and (e) relaxation for the observed data on 5 August 2020 in area
2. Only overshoot curves with a minimal background amplitude of R0> 1010.5 are considered. The ratios are chosen so that if we observe
an overshoot curve like shown in Fig. 1, all ratios are smaller than 1. Thus, the histograms are clipped at a maximum ratio of 3. The green
line and the corresponding number display the mean for all ratios smaller than 1.

strong overshoots (14, 15, 16, 17). One can note that the in-
fluence of the heating is most pronounced at the beginning
and the very end of the observation interval when there is no
apparent particle precipitation. Precipitation occurs in cycles
18 and 19 and then in cycles 24 and 25. When the heater
is switched on, there is no reduction in power, and the pre-
cipitation dominates the received signal for all altitudes in

these cycles. The power plot for two selected height intervals
shown in Fig. 10 shows this in more detail, where the modu-
lation entirely disappears in the cycles influenced by precipi-
tation. This is to be expected and has been shown before. One
of the reasons why the modulation disappears in the PMSE
layer is that the atmosphere below the layer is ionized due
to the strong precipitation, and the HF radio wave might be
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strongly absorbed before it reaches the PMSE layer and thus
not be strong enough to heat the electrons appreciably in the
layer.

The different amplitudes observed during the heating cy-
cles in this area are plotted in Fig. 11. We find that during
most heating cycles, the signal drops when the heating is
switched on (decline, Fig. 11a). The cases that show no de-
cline are spread over all amplitudes, indicating the cycles that
might be influenced by precipitation and thus might show an
increase in power when the heater is on. The overshoots and
undershoots are equally abundant independent of the signal
strength (Fig. 11b). As observed in the area discussed above,
there is no trend when comparing the signals at the begin-
ning of subsequent cycles (Fig. 11c). The change of ampli-
tude during the heating (Fig. 11d) is small for most observa-
tions.

In most cases, the amplitude increases (Fig. 11e) when the
heater is switched off, similar to the heated cycles, which is
to be expected. Finally, in Fig. 11f, the ratio of R3 and R4
describes the relaxation, showing a large spread around the
diagonal with somewhat more observations showing a reduc-
tion. This large spread can be attributed to the ionospheric
variability due to the large timescale of the off time, as was
mentioned previously.

The histograms of the power amplitudes are shown in
Fig. 12 with the same criterion as before (also given in the
figure text). Here the overshoot is seen in 55 % of the cycles
with an average of 0.75 decline ratio (Fig. 12a), similar to
the previous observation. Here the overshoot is seen in 31 %
of the observations with an average of 0.64 overshoot ratio
(Fig. 12b), which is more than the previous observation, even
with precipitation. Similar to the previous observation, when
the PMSE power increases (and is not influenced by precip-
itation), we see an influence of the heater but not an over-
shoot (or a minimal overshoot). For the cycles with a lower
PMSE power (like in cycle 15), the overshoot is large, but
the background PMSE power is lower; thus, the overshoot
is easy to see. During the heating, there seems to be a gen-
eral decrease in the values, with 76 % of the values showing
a decrease during the heater-on phase (Fig. 12c). The recov-
ery (Fig. 12d) ratio shows that 58 % has an increase in power
when the heater is turned off, showing similar values to those
for when the heater is turned on (decline). Then there seems
to be a little over half of the cycles that show a general in-
crease in pre-heater values between cycles (Fig. 12e).

4.3 Overall observational discussion

Here we summarize, in Table 2, the decline and overshoot
ratios for all the observations (see Figs. S27–S36 in the Sup-
plement for reference). In general, the heating effect is seen
in more than half of the heating cycles for each respective
area, with most of the average ratios showing values close to
0.75. These calculations show only the observations with a

value of R0 > 1010.5 to indicate the presence of PMSE and
exclude noisy data.

This, however, causes the faintest PMSE to be excluded
from the histograms, as is seen for the overshoot ratio for
area 1 from 15 August 2018; here, the PMSE power is below
the threshold. Thus no cycles are included in the calculation
despite 100 % of the cycles showing a decline due to heating.
This would suggest manually inspecting low-power PMSE
influenced by heating would be a better option or introducing
other criteria to include these.

To summarize, we see only overshoots in less than half
of the cycles, with many cycles often more influenced by
background ionospheric conditions that might overshadow
the heating of the PMSE. Ullah et al. (2019) show a more sig-
nificant occurrence of overshoots in their observations, with
around 40 %–70 %, where their observations were during
daytime. Havnes et al. (2015) observations had a much larger
ratio of cycles with decline present and a slightly higher per-
centage of overshoots present.

However, in our case, we see a few instances where the
overshoot in some cycles is unusually large. Myrvang et al.
(2021) found that a higher electron temperature due to heat-
ing could be achieved during nighttime compared to daytime,
which might help explain some of these large overshoots.
However, Kassa et al. (2005) found for their observations that
the heating temperature effect observed increased for the ob-
servation with the most amount of sunlight (near noon).

Other possible reasons for unusually large overshoots
could be a change in the PMSE/NLC season, as is noted
by Latteck et al. (2021), when the season is getting longer.
Since our observations are in reduced sunlight and close to
the end of the season, more varying background conditions
might influence our observations than those during the day in
June/July.

4.4 Comparison of a selected observation to simulation

Here we take a closer look at the approximately 1 h time in-
terval, which is marked as area 2 in the observation from 15–
16 of August 2018, shown in Fig. 13; the data cover the heat-
ing cycles 12 to 27 and range over seven height intervals of
around 360 m each. The ionosphere is influenced by precipi-
tation in cycles 18 and 19 and then again in cycles 24 and 25,
and there are no overshoots present in those heating cycles,
as mentioned before. The PMSE in intervals marked with A,
B, and C in the figure shows a decrease when the heater is
on and overshoots when the heater is turned off. Interval A
shows relatively low PMSE power but quite high overshoot
curves compared to intervals B and C, as we will investigate
further.

Individual heating cycles are shown in Fig. 14a for both
altitudes from interval A, with PMSE power and measure-
ment error provided by the EISCAT GUISDAP analysis. The
corresponding average overshoot cycle for the respective al-
titude is shown on the right in Fig. 14b; in blue is the corre-
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Figure 9. Backscattered power as a function of altitude and heating intervals observed during the night of 15/16 August 2018, in area 2.

Figure 10. Backscattered power at altitude 87.4 km (b) and 87.8 km (a) and heating intervals observed during the night of 15/16 August
2018 in area 2. The color of the dots follows the color scale of Fig. 9.

sponding average overshoot cycle for the respective altitude.
As can be seen, the overshoot is relatively strong for many
of the heating cycles, especially the strong overshoot seen in
cycle 15 for both altitudes with relatively high but decreas-
ing overshoot on both sides of the cycle. Note the two y-
axis scales for the different altitudes, where the heating cy-
cles from altitude 88 km have such a low background PMSE
power that the scale is an order of magnitude lower than the
altitude below. Both altitudes have relatively low background
PMSE power compared to intervals B and C, with the PMSE
at 88 km altitude barely present or the irregularities on the
limit of being seen by the VHF radar. It is thus interesting to
find such large overshoot cycles for this particular interval.

Individual heating cycles from intervals B and C are shown
in Fig. 15a with their corresponding altitude average on the
right-hand side in blue (Fig.15b; note that here the y-axis

scale is the same for all the altitude ranges). They cover
heating cycles 21, 22, and 23. The overshoots are present
for the lower altitudes but are not as high as in interval
A. However, the overshoot does not decline evenly but in-
creases again before reaching the initial signal level. This
influence can be seen in the averaged heating curve for al-
titude 86.7 km, where after about 120 s, the power starts to
increase again. This is either because of the beginning in-
fluence of particle precipitation on the ionosphere or vari-
ation of the PMSE structure due to the long relaxation time
(Havnes et al., 2015). This influence is very strong in the sub-
sequent cycle (cycle 24), where the PMSE power increases
during the heater-on period. This type of ionospheric varia-
tion can influence the observations to the extent that heating
effects are less visible. In the same time interval (intervals
21, 22, 23) at the altitude above, the overshoots are small, es-
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Figure 11. Comparison of the power amplitudes observed on the 15 August 2018 in area 2.

pecially for the first cycle (21), while the PMSE power is rel-
atively low. This is in contrast to the observation made at the
higher altitude in interval A where a significant overshoot is
observed at low PMSE power. This might indicate that there
are different conditions at play for these two cases. Havnes
et al. (2015) has mentioned that higher altitudes of PMSE
reside in more turbulent conditions, thus a more significant

variation in cloud structure and a longer relaxation time after
heater turn-off time as a result.

A comparison of the average overshoot curves for each
interval (A, B, and C) is shown in Fig. 16a and their corre-
sponding normalized average curves in panel (b). The values
are normalized to the initial PMSE power taken as the aver-
age of the last five values (24 s) before the heater is turned
on. This is chosen to have sufficient data when some mea-
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Figure 12. Average of (a) decline, (b) overshoot, (c) heating, (d) recovery, (e) relaxation for the observed data on 15 August 2018 in area 2.
Only overshoot curves with a minimal background amplitude of R0> 1010.5 are considered. The ratios are chosen so that if we observe an
overshoot curve like shown in Fig. 1, all ratios are smaller than 1. Thus, the histograms are clipped at a maximum ratio of 3. The green line
and the corresponding number display the mean for all ratios smaller than 1.

surement points are missing and to better compare to the rest
of the data used in this article which are at a resolution of
24 s. Data were normalized after averaging the cycles from
each interval. We can see that the highest normalized over-
shoot (b) is the one from interval A, which has the lowest
background PMSE power (a) and that the lowest normalized

overshoot is from interval C, which has the corresponding
highest PMSE background power. This high PMSE power
is possibly due to an onset of precipitation which becomes
apparent in the subsequent cycle 24 right after intervals B
and C.
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Table 2. Summary of histogram results (see histograms (Figs. S27–S36) in the Supplement) for the decline (R1 /R0) and the overshoot
(R0 /R3) ratio when they are smaller than 1 (indicating heating effect and overshoot) for all four observations. These numbers only include
observations with minimum background amplitude R0> 1010.5. A1 refers to area 1 for that observation’s date and so forth.

Decline R1 /R0 < 1 Overshoot R0 /R3 < 1

Average of ratio % of ratio Average of ratio % of ratio

11/12 August 2018 A1 0.76 58 % 0.56 45 %
A2 0.75 61 % 0.57 51 %
A3 0.77 55 % 0.61 50 %

15/16 August 2018 A1 0.74 100 % – –
A2 0.75 55 % 0.64 31 %
A3 0.69 63 % 0.41 40 %

5/6 August 2018 A1 0.72 46 % 0.48 44 %
A2 0.72 55 % 0.44 10 %
A3 0.75 66 % 0.87 17 %

6/7 August 2018 A1 0.74 59 % 0.54 53 %
A2 0.90 61 % 0.89 10 %
A3 0.52 83 % 0.24 17 %

Figure 13. Overview of Area 2 – 15 of August 2018, with interesting visible overshoot cycles marked with intervals A, B, and C. Data
resolution is 4.8 s. Cycles are marked in the figure (from 12 to 27) as well as their corresponding On/OFF period.

We compare these selected overshoot curves to a com-
putational model initially developed at Virginia Tech. It
treats the plasma as a fluid including an arbitrary number
of charged particles, neutral particles, and dust particles;
the dust charging is described in the orbital-motion-limited
(OML) approach (see, e.g., Scales and Mahmoudian, 2016).
The model’s parameters include the electron diffusion time
scale, the charging time scale, and the time evolution of elec-
tron and ion densities. The dust charging causes electron den-
sity depletion, and the amplitude of electron density fluctua-
tions determines the radar backscattered amplitude. The sim-
ulations assume an initial plasma temperature of Ti = 150 K
and a background electron density of 2×109 m−3. Which fits
well with the same parameters derived from the IRI model
(2016) for the time and date of the observation. The simula-

tion also assumes a reduced photoemission rate used in the
charging equations in line with the experiments being done
for conditions with low photoemission.

The resulting simulated overshoot curves are shown in
Fig. 17b and for comparison are the averaged and normalized
observations from intervals A, B, and C (marked in the same
color and symbol as previous figures) shown on the left. The
simulations best fit to the observed overshoot curves for 3 nm
dust particles. However, there is little difference for similar
sizes of dust (e.g., 3–4 nm). This result fits well with the al-
titude range we measure the observed PMSEs since, in gen-
eral, we can assume to find smaller particles of dust at higher
altitudes (however subject to neutral air movement) as well
as the fact that there were no NLCs observed and thus the
particles were not optically visible (larger > 20 nm).
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Figure 14. Individual overshoot curves (a) from interval A (from Fig. 13) shown with their corresponding altitude average on the right-hand
side (b). Heating cycle numbers are shown at the bottom, and the on-and-off period for the averaged cycles is also shown. Note that the
y-axis scale for altitude 88 km is an order of magnitude smaller than for the altitude 87.7 km.

Figure 15. Individual overshoot curves (a) from intervals B and C (from Fig. 13) shown with their corresponding altitude average on the
right-hand side (b). Heating cycle numbers are shown at the bottom, and the on-and-off period for the averaged cycles is also shown.

The normalized and averaged data from interval A has a
higher overshoot than the simulations can produce, where
the simulation has an overshoot of around 8.4. At the same
time, the observations show an overshoot of almost 9.9. The
timescale of the simulation for interval A runs for 300 s,
while the observation has a much quicker equalization to-
ward the “background” PMSE value/undisturbed plasma val-
ues. For the simulation to reach such a high overshoot, the ra-
tio between dust and electron number density is only at 35 %,
and with a heating ratio increase for electron temperature of
8 times the pre-heater value. This would indicate that the dust
density is lower than for the other two intervals and that the
heating effect is consequently larger. As discussed later, the
electrons gain a higher temperature, and charging onto the
dust particles is, therefore, more effective, where some dust
particles can gain more than a single charge.

A comparison of observations for intervals B and C and
their corresponding simulations show a better agreement
where the overshoot and relaxation are very similar. For these
overshoots to be produced in the simulation, the ratio of dust
to electrons must be higher, with 60 % for interval B and
68 % for interval C. The increase at the end of the relaxation
period for both intervals is not reproduced in the simulations;
this is assumed to be due to the influence of the precipita-
tion that occurs clearly in cycle 24 and is already increasing
the background PMSE power in the previous cycles. Com-
pared to the observations, the simulated signals drop slower
during the heater-on phase and rise more slowly to the over-
shoot when the heater is switched off again. The measured
response of the PMSE to the heating is instantaneous within
the 4.8 s resolution of the data. A possible explanation for
this difference is that the numerical model might have miss-
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Figure 16. Average overshoot curves for each respective interval (a) and normalized average overshoot curves (b) for the same intervals.
They are normalized with the average of the last five values before the heater was turned on.

ing parameters or processes to simulate this increase. This is
in contrast to the decrease we see in most observations, as
was discussed previously.

On the left-hand side in Fig. 18a, we can see the average
charge number found for the simulation for each respective
interval (marked in the figure). For interval A the average
charge number reaches a maximum of about 1.38 charges per
dust particle during the heater-on phase. This indicates that to
achieve such a high overshoot, the charging efficiency of the
dust particles needs to be high and that (due to high electron
heating temperature) many dust particles will gain more than
one negative charge during the heating cycle. Note the longer
timescale shown in the simulation for interval A (300 s), in-
dicating that it takes longer for the overall average charge on
the dust particles to equalize back to pre-heater values. As
was mentioned before, the dust population is much lower for
interval A compared to the other two intervals since the ra-
tio of dust to electrons is lower. Consequently, the significant
increase in temperature (by a factor of 8) causes a larger aver-
age charge number on the dust particles during the heater-on
phase. For the other intervals (B and C), the maximum av-
erage charge number is less than one during the on phase of
the heater for both cases, with interval B being around 0.9
charges per dust. For interval C, the average dust charge lies
at about 0.86. This corresponds well with the observed and
simulated overshoot curves from Fig. 17, where the higher
overshoot is observed in interval B. Thus the average charge
number is consequently higher. So the effective charging of
the dust during the heater-on phase for these intervals is less
than for interval A, and a smaller overshoot is observed.

On the right-hand side in Fig. 18b, we have the ratio of
the diffusion time to the charging time scales for each re-
spective interval. Here we can see the variation between the
two timescales and how this changes during the heating cy-
cle. For all the intervals, there is an increase in the ratio when
the heater turns on, a relaxation during the heater-on period,
a sharp increase when the heater is turned off, and a slow de-
crease during the heater-off period. The significant increase

Table 3. Neutral density for each interval from NRLMSISE-00 at-
mosphere model (Hedin, 1991) taken at 21:00 UT and the estimated
ion-neutral collision frequency (see Ieda, 2020; Cho et al., 1998).

Interval Neutral density (m−3) vin (1 s−1)

A 1.19× 1020 3.44× 104

B 1.33× 1020 3.85× 104

C 1.48× 1020 4.26× 104

in the heater-on time could be understood as the charging
timescale becoming smaller with increased electron charging
onto dust particles due to the increased electron temperature.
This corresponds well with the increased average electron
charge on the dust particles seen in Fig. 18a. Here the av-
erage dust charge is highest for interval A, and the ratio of
timescales is also highest for this interval, which might indi-
cate a faster charging timescale for that interval than for the
other two. The increase at heater turn-off time is also due to
a decrease in the charging times; more dust is being charged
now by the ion portion of the plasma, which drags the elec-
trons along and causes the observed overshoot. Thus for in-
terval A the simulation of the overshoot curve fits best with a
lower ratio of dust particles to electron density. Therefore we
might argue that there is more plasma than in the other two
intervals. This larger plasma population might then charge
the dust more quickly, causing a smaller charging timescale
and, consequently, a larger overshoot in interval A.

Another difference could arise in the diffusion timescales
in the respective intervals. The diffusion timescale is propor-
tional to the ion-neutral collision frequency, which decreases
with decreasing neutral density. Hence in interval A at a
higher altitude and with lower neutral density, the diffusion
timescale can be shorter than in the other interval (Havnes
et al., 2015). The estimated ion-neutral collision frequencies
are given in Table 3, which are derived using neutral density
from the NRLMSISE-00 atmosphere model (Hedin, 1991).
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Figure 17. Comparison of the averaged and normalized heating cycles for each interval (a) to its corresponding simulation of the overshoot
cycles (b). Note the longer timescale of simulation of interval A (longer time needed for simulation to return to equilibrium).

The timescale that is the fastest is the dominating one. So
when the heater turns on, the diffusion timescale might be
lower for interval A. So when the heater is turned on, the dif-
fusion timescale decreases even more due to its dependence
on the temperature ratio (Te/Ti), and we expect/need a more
significant temperature increase for the electrons in interval
A to explain such a large overshoot. As the heater is turned
on, the charging timescale decreases due to the increase in
electron temperature. A larger charging effect is seen in the
interval A simulation (average charge number) compared to
the other intervals. Consequently, a larger overshoot is seen.

So to summarize, the decreased diffusion timescale for
interval A due to reduced neutral density and the signifi-
cant increase in electron temperature combined help explain
the large overshoot seen for interval A. The higher electron
temperature could be explained by greater absorption of the
heater’s energy in the interval. According to Havnes et al.
(2015), the amount of electron density per altitude will deter-
mine where the heater’s energy is absorbed and how much.
This generally causes lower altitudes of PMSE to become
more heated than higher altitudes. Interval A is at a higher
altitude than the other two intervals. Still, the precipitation
present in cycle 18 before intervals B and C could cause the
altitude regions below these intervals to have a higher elec-
tron content and, thus more absorption of the heater’s energy
below.

5 Discussion and conclusion

For the presented observations, we find that artificial heat-
ing affects the PMSE signals during less than half of all
the observed heating cycles with a pre-heated PMSE power
R0 > 1010.5; the average reduction of the power is about
25 % from the pre-heated value. The cutoff, R0 > 1010.5, ex-
cludes cycles that do not show PMSE and cycles being highly
influenced by noise. With this criterion, we covered most of
the PMSE. However, some very faint ones were excluded,
and some were affected by heating and showed large over-
shoots. We find that the heating has little effect on PMSE dur-
ing ionospheric conditions with particle precipitation which
other authors also see. This is especially so for strong and
moderate particle precipitation. We assume that under these
conditions of higher ionization, the heating waves are mainly
absorbed in lower altitudes, thus not causing a heating effect
in the PMSE layer. Often the background ionospheric condi-
tions strongly influence the PMSE profile during one heater
cycle, and it is thus challenging to derive a correct relaxation
time, which would be an interesting parameter because it de-
pends on the dust conditions present in the layer.

As to the shape of the PMSE modulation curves, the vari-
ation of the PMSE during the heater-on period (from R1 to
R2) is affected by two competing processes: the charging and
the diffusion. For the presented observations, most heating
cycles display a signal decrease from R1 to R2. Less than
half of the cycles influenced by heating show an overshoot
when the heater is turned off. However, observed overshoots
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Figure 18. Simulations of average dust charge number on (a) for each respective interval and the ratio between the diffusion time and the
charging time scales for the same intervals on (b).

are generally high and, in some cases, very high. These high
overshoots could be attributed to the dust charge in the pre-
sented observations being more strongly influenced by heat-
ing, as the influence of photoemission is smaller than during
daytime observations.

It is also possible that the size of ice particles and their
formation and sublimation rates are different toward the end
of the PMSE season; most other heating studies were car-
ried out earlier in the year. A general trend toward a more
extended PMSE season (Latteck et al., 2021) and larger par-
ticles at PMSE altitudes (at high latitudes) due to increased
water vapor content (Lübken et al., 2021) could also cause
these recent PMSE observations to show different modula-
tion curves.

The computational overshoot model we considered can-
not account for some of the high overshoot cases we ob-
served, and we are unaware of a model that does so. Some
processes might need to be included to reproduce these cases
of large overshoots. The influence of variation in the iono-
spheric background with time over the cycles reduces the
overshoots and dominates the relaxation phase. We form,
however, averaged curves as was done in other studies and
compare those to the model calculations. We find that simu-
lations with dust size around 3 nm best fit to all cases consid-
ered.

While different electron heating ratios and dust-to-electron
densities are needed to match the observational data, a larger
temperature heating ratio and a lower dust density are re-
quired to best match the large average overshoot observed.
The amount of absorption from the heater’s energy is impor-

tant in how effectively the electrons can be heated. And since
there is precipitation between the first interval with large
overshoots and the two other intervals, it stands to reason that
the altitudes below the PMSE layer have increased electron
content after moderate precipitation. This causes a larger ab-
sorption of the heater’s energy below the PMSE layer. There-
fore a combination of decreased heater energy and lower dif-
fusion time can help explain the large overshoot in the first
interval.

We conclude that the presented observations during HF
heating confirm that high-power radio waves modulate
PMSE amplitudes, with the observed modulation varying on
short spatial and temporal scales. The presented observa-
tions differ from previous studies since they are done late
in the PMSE season and during lower solar illumination
(dusk/night). In general, we see both an influence of the heat-
ing and an overshoot in about half of the heating cycles,
which is somewhat lower than previous observations done
earlier in the season around midday. We see very high over-
shoots compared to previous observations and note that in-
creased PMSE power is connected to smaller overshoots.
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Appendix A: Overview of the measurements

Table A1. Days of measurements and selected areas. Symbols tstart and tend define the beginning and the end of the area. The altitude of the
atmosphere, where the analysis is done, is described with hlow and hhigh.

Day/area tstart tend hlow hhigh

Night of 11/12 August 2018 11 August, 20:00 12 August, 02:00 80.0 km 110.0 km
Area 1 11 August, 21:36 11 August, 22:42 83.4 km 85.6 km
Area 2 11 August, 23:06 12 August, 01:17 86.3 km 90.0 km
Area 3 12 August, 00:00 12 August, 01:28 83.4 km 86.4 km

Night of 15/16 August 2018 15 August, 20:00 16 August, 02:00 80.0 km 110.0 km
Area 1 15 August, 20:06 15 August, 20:25 88.1 km 89.6 km
Area 2 15 August, 20:48 15 August, 21:47 86.3 km 88.5 km
Area 3 15 August, 21:57 15 August, 22:59 83.4 km 87.8 km

Night of 5/6 August 2020 5 August, 20:25 6 August, 00:00 80.0 km 110.0 km
Area 1 5 August, 21:25 11 August, 22:50 82.0 km 88.0 km
Area 2 5 August, 22:50 12 August, 23:50 83.0 km 87.0 km
Area 3 5 August, 22:45 6 August, 00:00 90.0 km 100.0 km

Night of 6/7 August 2020 6 August, 21:15 7 August, 02:00 80.0 km 110.0 km
Area 1 6 August, 22:53 7 August, 02:00 81.5 km 88.0 km
Area 2 6 August, 22:43 6 August, 23:29 91.0 km 94.0 km
Area 3 6 August, 21:15 6 August, 22:15 82.0 km 85.0 km

Table A2. Values of ERP given in the EISCAT heating facility logs from sample beam patterns for each of the measurements for reference.
It seems that on 6 August 2020 at around 23:08:25 UT three transmitters changed phases such that the beam became broader, with about
360 MW X-mode and 17 MW O-mode, which remained so until the end, which is why we have 359 MW X-mode at 01:07:13 UT (7 of
August).

Day Time (UT) ERP

11 August 2018 20:50:13 560 MW
12 August 2018 01:20:13 541 MW
15 August 2018 20:06:19 568 MW
16 August 2018 00:39:49 580 MW
5 August 2020 20:47:01 495 MW
6 August 2020 19:29:58 567 MW
7 August 2020 01:07:13 359 MW
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Abstract. Meteoric ablation in the Earth’s atmosphere produces particles of nanometer-size and larger. These particles can

become charged and influence the charge balance in the D-region (60-90 km) and the incoherent scatter observed with radar

from there. Radar studies have shown that if enough dust particles are charged, they can influence the received radar spectrum

below 100 km, provided the electron density is sufficiently high (>109 m3). Here, we study an observation made with the

EISCAT VHF radar on 9 January 2014 during strong particle precipitation so that incoherent scatter was observed down to5

almost 60 km altitude. We found that the measured spectra were too narrow in comparison to the calculated spectra. Adjusting

the collision frequency provided a better fit in the frequency range ± 10-30 Hz. However, this did not lead to the best fit in all

cases, especially not for the central part of the spectra in the narrow frequency range of ± 10 Hz. By including a negatively

charged dust component, we obtained a better fit for spectra observed at altitudes 75-85 km, indicating that dust influences

the incoherent scatter spectrum at D-region altitudes. The observations at lower altitudes were limited by the small amount10

of free electrons, and observations at higher altitudes were limited by the height resolution of the observation. Inferred dust

number densities range from a few particles up to 104cm−3 and average sizes range from approximately 0.6 to 1 nm. We find

an acceptable agreement with the dust profiles calculated with the WACCM-CARMA model. However, these do not include

charging, which is also based on models.

1 Introduction15

Cosmic dust material enters Earth’s atmosphere each day, globally around 25.0 ± 7.0 tonnes/day as recently suggested (Hervig

et al., 2021). Much of this material ablates in the altitude region of 70-110 km (Plane, 2012). This meteoric material re-

condenses to form nanometer-sized solid dust called meteoric smoke particles (Hunten et al., 1980; Rosinski and Snow, 1961).

These particles influence the charge balance in the D-region ionosphere (Baumann et al., 2015); and they possibly facilitate the

nucleation of ice particles in the cold summer mesopause (Rapp and Lübken, 2004). The distribution of meteoric smoke parti-20
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cles is influenced by several processes, the influence of the atmospheric background wind being particularly important (Megner

et al., 2006). Model calculations show that due to atmospheric transport, the number density and size distribution of meteoric

smoke particles vary with season in the polar regions (Megner et al., 2006, 2008; Bardeen et al., 2008). Their small size has

made it difficult to observe them directly, and many observation techniques only manage to infer their existence. For example,

in-situ rocket measurements showed a depletion of the electron density in the main altitude ranges of meteoric smoke particles.25

It is assumed that charge neutrality is preserved as negative charges accumulate on the dust, and observed electron deficits are

interpreted as an indication of dust particles (Friedrich et al., 2012). Charged dust particles are also measured by rocket-borne

Faraday probes; the interpretation of these measurements is complicated, however, since the charge and fragmentation of the

particles can also occur in the detector (Antonsen et al., 2017).

In the altitude range where these dust particles can be found, the ionospheric parameters are measured with radars by means30

of incoherent scatter. The incoherent scatter comes from the scattering of electrons that are coupled through charge oscillations

to the other ionospheric components, including positive ions, negative ions, and charged dust; in addition, the collisions with

the neutral atmosphere affect the incoherent scatter because they damp the charge oscillations, as the plasma is collisionally

dominated. The role of charged dust particles in incoherent scatter has been studied so far only a handful of times. To describe

the incoherent scatter from the D-region ionosphere, an approach was developed that considers charged dust in addition to35

negative and positive ions (Cho et al., 1998b). This model approach has been used to derive estimates from incoherent scatter

observations of dust size and positively charged dust number density (Rapp et al., 2007; Strelnikova et al., 2007; Fentzke et al.,

2009). In recent work (Gunnarsdottir and Mann, 2021), we extended the description by Cho et al. (1998b) including a dust

charge distribution; and investigated the influence of charged dust on incoherent scatter for the ionospheric conditions at the

EISCAT VHF radar site. We have found that conditions of high electron density in the winter months are best for studying the40

dust signatures in the spectrum. We also suggested supporting the analysis by using temperature information from independent

measurements. This is due to the large influence that temperature has on the spectrum, of the same order as charged dust.

In this work, we present an analysis of incoherent scatter observations selected from the EISCAT VHF radar data archive to

investigate the influence of charged dust on the spectrum and we attempt to derive a dust distribution. The paper is structured

as follows. In Section 2 we briefly describe the incoherent scatter model used and the radar data analysis approach. In Section45

3 we describe the data used including radar observations, lidar observations, temperature and atmospheric models, the dust

number densities obtained from a simulation run, and the dust charging model. Section 4 includes the data processing and

analysis and Section 5 contains the conclusion.

2 Model of the incoherent scatter spectrum and selection of the observational data

If the number density of charged dust particles in the ionosphere is sufficiently large, they form dusty plasma and participate50

in incoherent scatter and influence the spectrum. Cho et al. (1998b) extended the incoherent scatter theory by Mathews (1978)

to include charged dust. They developed an N-fluid description of the ionospheric plasma that includes a polydisperse charged

dust component in addition to positive and negative ions. The shape of the radar spectrum depends on the electron density,
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mean ion mass, neutral density, dust size, dust charge distribution, and temperature of all constituents. The presence of positive

dust particles or large (>0.5 nm) negative particles causes the spectrum to narrow, while smaller (<0.5 nm) negative particles55

cause the spectrum to broaden. Dust only affects the spectrum if its charged population has a high enough number density

compared to the electron density, so it changes the electron diffusion rate and consequently the spectrum (Cho et al., 1998b;

Rapp et al., 2007). The plasma in the D-region is collisionally dominated, and so collisions with the neutral atmosphere affect

incoherent scatter spectrum because they dampen charge oscillations. Furthermore, because the neutral density is high in the

D-region, the electrons and ions have temperatures approximately equal to those of the neutral gas.60

Gunnarsdottir and Mann (2021) extended the models developed by Cho et al. (1998b) to include dust with a charge dis-

tribution. This approach was used and combined with a dust charge distribution model (Baumann et al., 2015) to calculate

radar spectra and analyze the effect of charged dust on the spectra throughout the year. Comparison of the calculated spectra

revealed that the influence of dust was most prominent in the winter spectra. Therefore, winter months in combination with a

high electron content in the ionosphere were the criteria for selecting the observation data.65

So far, the contribution of charged dust to incoherent radar scatter has been investigated only in a few cases. Most of these

works investigated radar autocorrelation measurements. By fitting them with an adjusted Lorentz profile, a single dust size and

the number density of positively charged dust were derived (Rapp et al., 2007; Strelnikova et al., 2007; Fentzke et al., 2009).

Here, we consider the frequency spectrum, which is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function, and compare it

directly to the calculated spectra. We calculate the spectra using the neutral temperature as the temperature of all components;70

and obtain the neutral temperatures from available LIDAR observations or otherwise from a model. We used dust distribution

data calculated with the WACCM-CARMA model (Bardeen et al., 2008), dust charging from model assumptions, and neutral

densities from an empirical model of the upper atmosphere nrlmsise-00 (Hedin, 1991). To obtain the best fit, we vary the

ion-neutral collision frequency and the amount of charged dust with the size distribution given by the WACCM-CARMA

model.75

3 Observational and atmospheric model data

3.1 EISCAT VHF measurement

We chose an observation from 9 January 2014, 8-22 UT, with the EISCAT VHF radar (224 MHz) where a high amount of

particle precipitation is present; see figure 1. This large amount of particle precipitation could be connected to the strong solar

proton event on 6-9 January 2014 (NASA). Here, we see particle precipitation going below 80 km and enhanced electron80

densities measured by the radar down to 65 km during the day. Two small dots, around 68 km (13:30 UT) and 78 km (21:30

UT), are not included in the data analysis, as they are unlikely to be from incoherent scatter.
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Figure 1. Electron density measured with the EISCAT VHF radar at 9 January 2014 from around 8-22 UT. White line in between 11-12 UT

shows data removed due to some artifact in the measurement.

Figure 2. LIDAR temperature measured by the Tromsø Sodium Lidar on 9 Jan 2014 from 08-22 UT. Resolution is 6 min temporal and 0.5

km altitudinal. Only data points with error <5K are included in the plot and the data analysis. Where LIDAR temperature is not available we

include model temperature from the nrlmsise-00 model.
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3.2 LIDAR measurements of temperature.

In our previous study (Gunnarsdottir and Mann, 2021) we showed that the spectrum is highly influenced by atmospheric

temperature, so to accurately estimate the spectrum, we used the temperature measured by the Tromsø sodium LIDAR (Nozawa85

et al., 2014). The LIDAR measured the temperature for only part of the observation time; thus we include the model temperature

from the nrlmsise-00 model when there are no available LIDAR measurements. An overview of the temperature measured

with the LIDAR and the added model temperature is given in figure 2. Here, we have only included LIDAR temperature

measurements that have measurement error <5K. Temperature differences of, for example, 20-30 K can alter the spectrum in

a similar way as the charged dust does, and we therefore want to minimize the influence of the temperature. The comparison90

of the LIDAR measurements with the model temperature shows that this sometimes deviates and therefore all dust densities

derived by using the model temperature have an additional uncertainty.

3.3 Dust density profiles from WACCM-CARMA

To fit the data with a charged dust profile, we start with number densities from a global atmospheric dust model (Brooke et al.,

2017; Plane et al., 2015; Hervig et al., 2017). The height profiles of meteoric smoke particles are derived from the Whole95

Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) (based on Hervig et al. (2017)) with a sectional microphysics model,

the Community Aerosol and Radiation Model for Atmospheres (CARMA) (Bardeen et al., 2008). A meteoric smoke particle

density of 2 g/cm3 was assumed (Saunders and Plane, 2011). The model simulation was free-running for 21 years from 2000,

enough time to reach a steady state of the model data. It used version 1 of the Community Earth System Model (CESM1) as a

common numerical framework (Hurrell et al., 2013). The model run is atmosphere-only simulations with interactive chemistry100

and aerosol forced with observed sea surface temperatures, etc. (Marsh et al., 2013). The simulation has a horizontal resolution

of 1.9° (in latitude) × 2.5° (in longitude) on 66 σ-pressure vertical levels (1000-5.96×10−6 hPa). The vertical resolution in

the mesosphere and lower thermosphere is about 3.5 km. The resulting dust profiles have 28-size bins, with 0.2 nm being the

smallest and 102.4 nm the largest, with monthly average dust densities. Figure 3 shows the dust densities for 14 size bins( 0.2

to 4.032 nm) for the altitude range 60-100 km in the first three panels. The last panel shows the total dust number density for105

the entire altitude range (including all sizes with number densities greater than 1).

Although the shown number density is the total average monthly number density for January, we do not know how much it is

charged at any given time. Most rocket observations and model calculations suggest that dust particles are probably negatively

charged (Rapp et al., 2012; Baumann et al., 2013). In the absence of direct observations, we use the charging probability based

on model calculations Antonsen (2019) and combine this with the dust number densities given by the WACCM-CARMA110

model. The charging probabilities are shown in Figure A2 in the Appendix. Based on these values, the smallest dust remains

uncharged (<0.5 nm) and the resulting number density profiles of negatively charged particles in the 0.5-4 nm size range are

shown in Figure 4. Here, the smallest particle sizes have a lower charging probability than the larger particles. Due to the

large amount of particle precipitation seen in the observation, there might be additional charging processes occurring that,
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Figure 3. Dust distribution for sizes 0.2 - 4.032 nm in the altitude range 60-100 km from the WACCM-CARMA model shown in the first

three panels. Last panels shows the total number density of dust for all sizes in the altitude range 0-140 km. Monthly average data for January

with longitude and latitude closes to the EISCAT site.

without extensive modeling, we can only guess at. In a later section, we also discuss results obtained when using other charge115

distributions or charge polarity.

Figure 4. Estimated negatively charged dust distribution. We assume that dust particles below 0.5 nm have zero charge state and that sizes

in the range 0.504-4.032 nm are charged according to the charge probability in Figure A2 for dust sizes without photodetachment.
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4 Data processing and analysis

The dust signature in the radar data is quite small and difficult to detect, and many influences on the radar measurements

can mask these dust signatures. Therefore, careful data processing is required to minimize noise that could distort the spectra.

Unwanted signals include echoes of meteors and satellites that pass through the radar beam. Using the Grand Unified Incoherent120

Scatter Design and Analysis Package (GUSIDAP) (Lehtinen and Huuskonen, 1996) we can improve the data by removing the

presence of meteors in the raw signals. GUSIDAP has a built-in code that removes data influenced by satellites. This code can

also be used to remove meteors by increasing the threshold of what is considered "bad data". The raw data are then run through

the EISCAT Real Time Graph (EISCAT). to obtain the spectra. Here, we have chosen a time resolution of about 6.5 minutes and

the usual 360 m altitude resolution for the resulting spectra. Examples of spectra measured at two selected times of observation125

are shown in figure 5. Here, one can see some interesting features of the spectra. In the lower region, the spectrum appears to

narrow at certain altitudes before widening with altitude, as expected. Above 90 km the spectrum becomes increasingly noisy

due to large range resolution, and mostly below 75 km (after 14 UT) the electron density present is to low to discern a good

radar signal. In the time interval 9-14 UT the increased electron density allows some spectra to be derived below 75 km. In

further data analysis, we remove cases that are entirely noisy, and smooth the cases that are heavily influenced by noise (using130

a Savitzky-Golay filter).

Figure 5. Measured spectrum by the EISCAT VHF for times 17:38 UT on the left and 20:41 UT on the right. The altitude range shown is

60-110 km. The spectrum is shown in a contour plot with arbitrary color-scales.

4.1 Modeled spectra without a dust component - adjusting the collision frequency

We first start by comparing the measured spectra with modeled spectra, where we assume that there is no dust component. An

example of this is given in Figure 6, where we can see that the modeled spectra are too broad compared to the measured spectra
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in the frequency range ± 10-30 Hz. The presence of large charged dust will narrow the spectrum by introducing a narrow peak135

on top of the normal broad background spectrum, and thus consequently decrease the spectral width. Here, we see, however,

that many cases of measured spectra are actually narrower than predicted. However, they are narrower in the frequency range

up to ± 50 Hz. And this cannot be fully explained by the presence of dust. It was, however, seen also in other observations.

Recently, Thomas et al. (2023) noticed that the collision frequency modeled in the D region is off by a certain factor, which can

help explain this discrepancy between observation and model. Therefore, we run the model again with varying multipliers of140

the collision frequency (range used 0.1 to 3) and determine the best fit to the data in the frequency range ± 50 Hz. This results

in the left panel of Figure 7, where the color scale represents the best-fit multiplier for the collision frequency with respect

to the observed spectrum. The right panel shows the modeled ion-neutral collision frequency with this adjustment. Using the

adjusted collision frequency when modeling the spectra, we get a better agreement with the measured spectra. This can be seen

in Figure 6 as the black line with circles, where for this particular case we have a very good agreement with the observation.145

Figure 6. Comparison of a selected case of observed spectra (red circles) with a model calculation of a spectrum without a dust component

(blue crosses) and the same model calculation with an adjusted collision frequency (black empty circles).

In Figure 8 we compare the estimated ion-neutral collision frequency (which depends on the neutral density and ion mass)

using the neutral density from the nrlmsise-00 model, the adjusted collision frequency using the adjustment found above,

and the collision frequency estimated from the IS spectrum fitting using GUISDAP. It is often difficult to derive the collision

frequency from the IS spectrum fitting in the D- and E-regions, so we integrated the IS spectrum for 1 hour and derived it as

accurately as possible. The other two estimated collision frequencies were then averaged over 1 hour and compared with the150

GUISDAP results: the collision frequencies derived from the IS spectrum fit are sometimes an order of magnitude higher than

the other two at 70-85 km altitudes (e.g. 10, 16 and 20 UT). However, due to the large IS fitting errors, the other two collision

frequencies are also included in their error ranges.
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Figure 7. Estimated adjustment of the collision frequency where the left panels shows the factor needed to multiply the ion-neutral collision

frequency to better fit the spectrum in the frequency range ± 50 Hz. And on the right is the adjusted model ion-neutral collision frequency.

Figure 8. Comparison of the estimated model ion-neutral collision frequency (blue line), adjusted collision frequency (red dashed line) using

the adjustment found above, and the collision frequency estimated from the IS spectrum fitting using GUISDAP (black stars with errorbars).

See appendix Figure A3 for more detail on derived collision frequency.
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4.2 Including dust in modeled spectrum

After adjusting the collision frequency, several observed spectra fit well with the modeled spectra in the frequency range ±155

10-30 Hz, but often not in the most inner part of the spectrum, in the frequency range ± 10 Hz. This range is where we would

expect a dust component to influence the spectrum (Cho et al., 1998a). We include a dust component in the modeled spectrum,

with charged dust number densities shown in Figure 4 based on model assumptions outlined above to examine whether this

will lead to a better fit in the frequency range ± 10 Hz. Due to the increased electron density seen during the observation,

we ran model calculations with several different variations of this number density. In this way, we could investigate whether160

a much larger amount of charged dust is required to fit the observed spectra or a smaller one. Figure 9 on the left shows

an example spectrum where including a dust component leads to a better agreement with the observation. The charged dust

number densities used to calculate the spectrum are shown on the left.

When including a charged dust component in the model, we assume that charge neutrality is kept. In practice, this means

that, since we assume the dust is negatively charged, we increase the ion population in the model to be equal to the sum of165

the number of charged dust components and the total electron density measured by the radar (derived by GUISDAP). We also

assume a dust mass density of 2 g/cm−3 (same as the WACCM-CARMA model). The ion mass is kept at 31 amu, which

should be the mean ion mass above 80 km. Below 80 km the mean mass is assumed to vary for both negative and positive ions.

Figure 9. Comparison of a selected case of observed spectra (purple circles) with a model calculation of a spectrum without a dust component

(blue crosses), the same model calculation with an adjusted collision frequency (red empty circles) and the a model calculation with and

adjusted collision frequency as well as a charged dust component (green squares) is shown on the left. Time and altitude of the selected case

is given above the figure. On the right is the associated size distribution (cm−3) of the charged dust used in the model calculation on the left.

For each individual observed spectrum, we calculate spectra assuming different densities of negatively charged dust and

find the best fit to the observation. This is then compared to the model calculation of a spectrum without dust and to a model170

calculation with an adjusted collision frequency. In Figure 10 we show the cases where including dust in the modeled spectrum
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results in the best fit of these three cases. The total number density (log scale) of dust assumed for the fit is given. As one

can see, including dust in the model calculations fits better than the other two cases in quite a few cases in the altitude ranges

of 75-85 km. After 17 UT the measured electron density is too low to obtain good measurements of the spectra at the lower

altitudes. A few cases are seen when the electron density is quite low below 75 km; here, however, the associated measurement175

error of the electron density is high and the number density of dust is low compared to the electron density, so that these fits are

not very reliable (see the right panel of Figure A4 in the Appendix). The lack of knowledge of an exact mean ion mass could

also introduce an additional error. The same can be said for fits above 90 km, where the range resolution is much poorer and

the measured spectra are quite noisy.

Figure 10. Derived number density (cm−3) of negatively charged dust needed to fit to measured spectrum, shown for the time and altitude

range of the observation. The quality (residuals) of these fits are shown in Figures A6-A12 in the Appendix.

Using data from Figure 10 we show the average dust number density derived for charged dust and compare it with the180

total dust number density from the WACCM-CARMA model (Figure 3 and the average measured electron density. Here, we

can see that the average dust density needed follows the total modeled number density above 85 km, but below this altitude

the number density decreases, as does the average electron density. The lowest number densities of dust at high and low

altitudes are unreliable, as has been discussed. It seems that a peak of the average number density occurs around 85 km. We

also considered the influence of the assumed temperature on the result. Comparison of the number densities using the LIDAR185

temperature and the model temperature (see Figure A5) shows that in the main altitude range where we see dust particles,

the dust number density needed is lower for the cases modeled with the LIDAR temperature. This is due to the use of higher

temperature measurements (the LIDAR temperature at that altitude is slightly higher than the model temperature), where the

higher temperature causes a broader spectrum, and thus the number densities using the model temperature can be too high. In
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the right panel of Figure 11 the average dust size is shown, with an increasing average dust size with decreasing altitude. Other190

methods for determining dust size from radar measurements have shown dust radii close to 1 nm throughout the altitude range

(Strelnikova et al., 2007; Rapp et al., 2007).

Figure 11. Derived average dust number density (Figure 10) for each altitude compared to the total WACCM-CARMA dust number density

(Figure 3) and the average measured electron number density (Figure 1) shown in the left panel. The right panel shows the derived average

dust sizes corresponding to the average dust densities in the left panel.

Here, we have assumed that the dust is charged negatively in the range of 0.5-4 nm. However, the model relies heavily on

charge neutrality, and thus, by including a positive dust component instead, we get similar average sizes, but with a slightly

reduced number density. The average positive number density has a shape similar to the negative average number density195

distribution in Figure 11. This is due to the fact that when a positive dust component is included, the ion population is reduced

in the model and the entire range of positive dust sizes will narrow the spectrum, while small negative dust will broaden the

spectrum. Large positive and negative particles influence the model in the same way for each size. It is mainly the decrease of

the ion component when positive dust is included, that a reduced number density of positive particles is needed compared to a

negative component. Therefore, we cannot say whether any dust present is positively or negatively charged or a combination200

of both. Only that, if the dust is positively charged, the number densities would be lower than estimated here. According to

the Baumann et al. (2015) model, the dust appeared to be mostly positively charged below 80 km during the day and negative

particles were found at higher altitudes with a higher number density at night. However, their results were during relatively

quiet ionospheric conditions in September, as our observation is in January with apparent high amounts of particle precipitation.

Therefore, we cannot conclude where and how much positive and/or negative dust might reside.205

We have assumed that the small particles remain uncharged and consequently do not influence the spectrum. If the smallest

dust particles were charged negative, they would cause a broadening of the spectrum, and we would need a larger number

density of large charged dust to narrow the spectrum adequately to fit the observation. This additional broadening would be
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difficult to distinguish from an additional larger dust distribution. Including small positive dust particles would narrow the

spectrum, however, due to the size dependence of the model, a very large number of small charged population are needed to210

narrow the spectrum enough to fit the observed spectrum.

5 Conclusions

Our analysis strongly suggests that the incoherent scatter spectra in the considered height interval are influenced by the presence

of charged dust particles and their amount is of similar order as suggested by models. For the spectra that we calculated to fit

the observations, we assumed a dust component calculated with the WACCM-CARMA model with dust height profiles from215

60 to 100 km and 28 size bins. We assumed a charging probability that varied with size and zero charges for particles smaller

than 0.5 nm and varied the absolute dust number density by multiplying the WACCM-CARMA profiles by a constant factor.

We could best evaluate the observations at heights 75 to 85 km. Only a fraction of the observed spectra could be analyzed

for higher altitudes, where the observations are limited by the low-altitude resolution of the data used, and at lower altitudes,

where the observations are limited because of low electron densities.220

We have analyzed the incoherent scatter spectra observed with the EISCAT VHF radar in a selected time interval during

ionospheric conditions with a high electron content in winter. The winter season was chosen because when applying model

assumptions on the annual variation of the dust, its size distribution and height profile in winter are favorable for generating

clear signatures in the spectra. The observation was made from 9 January 2014 approximately 8:00 to 22 UT, after several days

with high solar flare activity, which we assume caused the unusually high electron content low down in the atmosphere.225

Considerable electron densities were observed for some of the observation intervals even at altitudes as low as 65 km.

We investigated the obtained individual spectra in the range of the ion line and after meteor and satellite subtraction and

collision frequency correction fitted them with a spectrum including a charged dust component. The temperatures entered

in the calculations were taken from LIDAR observations made at the same location as the radar and the temperature of the

nrlmsise-00 model when no LIDAR measurements were available. where there is an indication of a lower dust number density230

using the LIDAR data in the altitude area 75-85 km.

When investigating individual spectra, we found that a large fraction of them were too narrow compared to calculated spectra

over a rather large frequency range (± 50 Hz). This could not be explained solely by the influence of a charged dust component.

The spectra were better reproduced when the ion-neutral collision frequency assumed for the model calculations was varied

with factors roughly 0.5 up to 2. Running for comparison a GUISDAP analysis with the collision frequency as a free parameter235

led to similar results. This mismatch of the collision frequencies was also observed in D-region studies carried out by other

groups (Thomas et al., 2023). A possible explanation could be that the applied incoherent scatter models do not sufficiently

describe the collisions of the different ionospheric constituents, which are paramount at these altitudes because of the high

neutral density.

When including negatively charged dust particles in size ranges of 0.5-4 nm, we see a possible dust layer in the altitude range240

of 75-85 km with a few good fits below 80 km when the electron density is high enough to produce a good enough spectrum.
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A comparison to modeled spectra without dust shows that assuming a dust component improves the fit in the frequency range

± 10 Hz around the peak of the spectrum.

In view of possible future investigations, we note that the neutral density and temperature are best measured independently

with other instruments to ensure a good analysis of the spectra. Temperature is quite variable on short timescales due to245

atmospheric dynamics. Therefore, the combination of radar and LIDAR studies would be helpful. Furthermore, the derivation

of the total dust distribution is based on assumptions about dust charging. Especially in the observations studied here, the

ionospheric conditions are far from typical, which leads to further uncertainties regarding the charge, which is based on model

assumptions anyway. The derived number density and the average size also depend on the assumed dust input parameters. The

average dust size is highly dependent on all the small negative dust particles included. Due to their small size, they do not250

influence the spectrum as much as the large particles and mainly influence its amplitude, while the larger particles narrow the

spectrum (Gunnarsdottir and Mann, 2021).

The present study was carried out with data taken with the Manda radar code (Tjulin, 2017). The Manda code is well suited

for studying layers in the mesosphere, but measures the ionosphere higher up with low resolution. Different radar codes should

be considered for future studies. Since the EISCAT_3D radar measures at similar frequency, our study can be used to estimate255

the conditions for this new instrument. The transmit power of the phase of the new radar is about a factor of 3 higher than that

of the system used in this study, so that the quality of measured spectra may improve. Our study shows, in line with other recent

investigations, that the incoherent scatter from the D-region is not sufficiently described with the assumptions on collision rates

in the present models used for analysis. Here theoretical investigations could be helpful as the D-region spectra are difficult to

understand and influenced by several different parameters, all of which are variable and partly interrelated.260
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Appendix A: Appendix figures

Figure A1. Neutral density used in the model calculations of the spectrum and ion-neutral collision frequency. From the nrlmsise-00 model,

using F107 = 188.2, F107 monthly = 151.2, APH = 8

Figure A2. Average charge number for negative dust particles of sizes 0.5-5 nm. The cases shown are with and without photodetachment.

The black dots / squares are based on the charging model of Antonsen (2019) and the red data is interpolated to match the size bins from the

WACCM-CARMA model.
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Figure A3. collision frequency estimated from the IS spectrum fitting using GUISDAP. The IS spectrum is integrated for 1 hour and derived

as accurately as possible.

Figure A4. The left panel shows the charge multiplier needed to fit the spectrum of cases shown (log scale). Used for figure 10. The right

panel shows the relative number of charged dust to electron density ( average) and the relative error of the derived electron density with the

EISCAT VHF radar (See Figure 11).
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Figure A5. Average derived dust number densities (cm-3) using model temperature from nrlmsise-00 model and the LIDAR temperature

respectively.

Figure A6. Residuals for 60-65 km. Model points minus observational points around the zero frequency (11 measurement points). Only

showing best fits for this altitude segment.

Figure A7. Residuals for 65-70 km. Model points minus observational points around the zero frequency (11 measurement points).
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Figure A8. Residuals for 70-75 km. Model points minus observational points around the zero frequency (11 measurement points).

Figure A9. Residuals for 75-80 km. Model points minus observational points around the zero frequency (11 measurement points).

Figure A10. Residuals for 80-85 km. Model points minus observational points around the zero frequency (11 measurement points).

Figure A11. Residuals for 85-90 km. Model points minus observational points around the zero frequency (11 measurement points).
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Figure A12. Residuals for 90-95 km. Model points minus observational points around the zero frequency (11 measurement points).
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